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Executive summary and recommendations
This report presents the findings from economic analysis by Marsden Jacob Associates
(Marsden Jacob) on a number of proposed reforms to plumbing regulations in Western
Australia.
The analysis is intended to support a Consultation Regulation Impact Statement (RIS) being
prepared by the Building Commission, a division of the Department of Mines, Industry
Regulation and Safety. The proposed reform amendments envision changes to the Plumbers
Licensing Act 1995 (the Plumbing Act) and the Plumbers Licensing and Plumbing Standards
Regulations 2000 (the Plumbing Regulations).

Background
Plumbers are an essential part of the wider building industry. Importantly, because plumbers
deal with both water and wastewater, they play key roles in the conservation of the resource
and in ensuring public health. To maintain minimum levels of quality and safety, plumbers
must be licensed through the Plumbers Licensing Board to work in Western Australia.

Scope and reform options
A total of eight reforms were considered in this analysis. The reforms fit into four themes, and
the scope for economic analysis differs across the themes. For ease of reference, we have
labelled the reforms A through to H.
The reforms and options considered for assessment are summarised in Table 1. We provide a
fuller description of each reform in the body of this report.
Table 1: Summary of reforms and options for assessment
Change

Base case and reform options

Changes relating to governance and funding of plumbing legislation
A Amend the regulatory
funding mechanism

B

Restructure
administrator and
regulator roles

It is proposed to amend the cost-recovery mechanism funding the
regulator’s activities in compliance. A ‘Do nothing’ base case
option is not considered a realistic option, as the current level of
fee collection is considered insufficient. For this reason, the two
options for consideration were:


Option 1: Make minor changes to the current system. Revise
Regulation 45 (fixture fees) to ensure that it captures a
broader range of plumbing work.



Option 2: A plumbing safety levy collected from water service
providers (akin to the Energy Safety levy).

The options for assessment were:


Option 1: Maintain the status quo.



Option 2: Adopt a more streamlined role for the Plumbers
Licensing Board.
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Change

Base case and reform options


Option 3: Disband the Plumbers Licensing Board completely.



Option 4: Disband the Plumbers Licensing Board and move
day-to-day plumbing licensing and compliance and
enforcement activities to a Technical Regulator that covers
1
the plumbing, gas and electrical industries .



Option 5: Create a new Plumbing Commissioner position and
a plumbing directorate within the Building Commission.



Option 6: Create a Plumbing Technical Regulator who will
would be supported by an Office of the Plumbing Technical
Regulator and a Plumbing Technical Registration Board.

Changes relating to the scope of plumbing legislation
C

Broaden the scope of
regulated plumbing
legislation to cover:

There are two key areas of exclusion which, in the absence of
reforms to coverage, pose a potential risk to individuals and
members of the public. They are:

(i) Non-drinking-water
services (Part B3 of
the Plumbing Code
of Australia)

1.

C.1. Non-drinking-water services (as outlined in Part B3 of the
Plumbing Code of Australia)

2.

C.2. Drinking water, where that water does not pass through
a meter.

(ii) All sources used for
drinking water (not
just those
connected to a
metered supply.)
D Exempt simple plumbing
work on own home

The options assessed were:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Require work to be undertaken by a licensed
plumber.

The options assessed were:


Base case: No change (with adequate enforcement).



Option 1: Exempt specified minor work undertaken by an
owner-occupier of a dwelling in that dwelling, including:
-

repairing or replacing a showerhead

-

replacing a washer in a tap

-

replacing an inlet or outlet washer in a toilet cistern

-

replacing a domestic water filter cartridge

-

clearing a blocked waste pipe by the use of a plunger,
flexible hand rod or handheld water hose only (i.e. by
non-mechanical and non-electrical means).

A requirement for owners of specified building to test and maintain plumbing safety devices
E

Impose a duty of care on
owners of complex sites.
Two examples are:
(i) sites with backflow
regulators
(ii) thermostatic
mixing valves at

The reform option was assessed in relation to the two examples.
The options assessed in relation to backflow prevention devices
were:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a head of power to impose a duty of care
on property owners where a testable backflow prevention
2
device is installed within a property boundary.

The options assessed in relation to thermostatic mixing valves

1

Under this option, it is envisaged that the role of the energy safety regulator (currently EnergySafety that sits
within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety) could be expanded to encompass plumbing.

2

As defined in the AS3500.1.2015 and referred to in the Plumbing Code of Australia.
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Change

Base case and reform options
prescribed types of
properties.

were:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a head of power to impose a duty of care
on property owners of prescribed sites that have
thermostatic mixing valves installed. Prescribed sites would
include aged-care facilities, health-care facilities, childcare
centres, schools, disability service residential facilities.

Changes relating to the licensing of and requirements on plumbers
F

Introduce a business
licence

G Remove requirement for
plumbing contractors to
undertake business
training



Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a business licence for individuals,
partnerships and companies that intend to trade as plumbers,
and require plumbing companies holding that licence to have
a nominated licensed plumbing contractor as the plumbing
practitioner to oversee plumbing work.

The regulations covering qualifications for a plumbing contractor
licence refer to an equivalent Western Australian qualification ‘as
determined by the Board’ (meaning the Plumbers Licensing
Board). Changes to exclude or include business units in training
courses will require a change in legislation to remove that
reference.
The two options assessed were:

H Introduce a requirement
for contractors and
businesses to hold
specific insurances



Base case: No change.



Option 1: Align the link to the board’s discretion so that the
objectives of the Act are considered in appropriate training.
The effect of this would be that business units would no
longer be mandatory.

The options assessed were:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a requirement for insurance(s) to be held
as a condition of the licence.

Approach to analysis and forms of analysis
Marsden Jacob used a three-step approach to this analysis:


Step 1: Research and refinement of reform options.



Step 2: Analysis, modelling and preliminary assessment against selected criteria (using
cost–benefit analysis or a principles-based approach).



Step 3: Validation of data inputs and stakeholder impacts via informal industry discussions.

Three main forms of analysis were adopted, depending on the nature of the change being
considered:


A principles-based approach was adopted for changes A and B. The approach in each case
was tailored to the change, assessing each of the reform options against best practice
guidance and principles.
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An assessment based on cost–benefit analysis (CBA) was used for changes D, F, G and H. A
CBA assessed the economic costs and benefits of each of the options incrementally,
compared to the business-as-usual or base case.



An assessment based on threshold analysis was used for changes C and E. This approach is
based on a CBA, but for each of these changes only the change in costs was estimated. The
assessment was made by identifying the quantum of health benefits that would justify the
change in costs. For these assessments, we used value of statistical life 3 data to estimate
the number of deaths or instances of ill health to be avoided.

Both the CBA and the threshold analysis assessments are underpinned by quantitative
modelling. Modelling was conducted over a 20-year period from 2017 to 2038, and future
impacts were discounted at a standard discount rate of 7%.

Summary of assessment and recommendations
Change A (Amend the regulatory funding mechanism)
Change A involves two amendments to the regulatory funding mechanism. Option 1 involves
only minor change to the current system and retains the notice of intention and certificatebased method of collecting compliance-related fees. In contrast, Option 2 considers the
introduction of a plumbing safety levy that would be collected through water service
providers. In both cases, licence-related fee structures (payments on application and renewal)
remain unchanged.
Marsden Jacob’s assessment considered the performance of each of the options against
criteria developed from existing government guidelines on costing and pricing of government
services 4 and principals for cost recovery 5.
The criteria against which each option was assessed and our findings are summarised in Table
2.
Based on our assessment, Option 2 appears to be preferable. Subject to consultation, further
work should be undertaken to implement this reform.
Table 2: Assessment of reform options for Change A against defined criteria
Key:  = Does not meet criteria  = Partially fulfils criteria  = Fulfils criteria
Option 1:

Option 2:

Minor changes

Plumbing safety levy





Legality
Able to be charged (i.e. not a tax)
3

The value of a statistical life is an estimate of the financial value society places on reducing the average
number of deaths by one. A related concept is the value of a statistical life year, which estimates the value
society places on reducing the risk of premature death, expressed in terms of saving a statistical life year. See
Office of Best Practice Regulation, Best practice regulation guidance note: value of statistical life, December
2014, p. 1, online.

4

Department of Treasury, Costing and pricing government services: guidelines for use by agencies in Western
Australian public sector, Government of Western Australia, June 2015, online.

5

Department of Finance, Australian Government cost recovery guidelines, 3rd edition, resource management
guide no. 304, Australian Government, July 2014, online.
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Key:  = Does not meet criteria  = Partially fulfils criteria  = Fulfils criteria
Option 1:

Option 2:

Minor changes

Plumbing safety levy

Fees should be linked to work (i.e. the
beneficiary pays)





Revenue adequacy





Consistent income





Costs should be explicit and recognisable





Fee structure should not be excessively
complicated





Creating right incentives





Consistent fees for companies





Cost of collection





Minimise cross-subsidisation





Need to review regularly





Able to be implemented in a timely manner





Clarity of purpose

Transparency

Efficiency

Timeliness

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Change B (Restructure of administrator and regulator roles)
Change B involves restructuring the administrator and regulator roles. Six options were
considered.
The principles-based approach to assessment considered each reform option against a range
of governance criteria and used a traffic light system to highlight areas of relative strength (●),
potential improvement (●) and weakness (●) (Table 14).
Table 3: Assessment of reform options for Change B against best practice governance criteria
Key:  = Relative weakness of option  = Potential for improvement  = Relative strength of option
Model

Options
1

2

3

4

5

6

Clarity of role and purpose













Authority and decision-making













Accountability
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Efficiency













Transparency













Durability













Based on the analysis, Option 2 (a streamlined role for the Plumbers Licensing Board) is the
most favourable, as it meets the highest number of criteria. Subject to feedback through
consultation, it is recommended that Option 2 be further developed and implemented.
Change C (Broaden the scope of regulated plumbing legislation)
Change C involves broadening the scope of regulated plumbing legislation to cover nondrinking-water services and unmetered drinking-water services.
Cost modelling of changes to include non-drinking-water services focused on the impacts from
coverage of recycled and greywater systems and rainwater tanks. We estimate that the change
would result in net additional costs of $45.89 million ($2017, present value). Translated into
statistical lives, the reform would need to save approximately 0.52 lives (or avoid equivalent
illness) per annum to justify this cost. Although the number of deaths reported from incidents
relating to non-drinking water services is currently low and may not justify the reform, it is
expected that increasing popularity of third pipe scheme options will mean the number of
services will increase and as a consequent the number of incidents will also rise. In addition,
considerations such as the need for regulatory clarity to increase around non-drinking water
services and a desire for the definition to align with that used in other states, mean that this
change is recommended.
Cost modelling of the impact of the change to include unmetered drinking-water services
focused on the impacts from coverage of two types of remote sites: mining towns and remote
infrastructure sites; and remote recreational facilities. We estimate that the change would
result in net benefit of $1.63 million ($2017, present value). A threshold analysis on the
number of statistical lives that need to be saved to justify the reform has not been conducted
on the basis that the reform already delivers benefits. Additionally, we see no reason for
unmetered and metered drinking water to be differently from regulatory perspective where
human health risks are concerned. Therefore, we recommend the scope of plumbing be
broadened to include unmetered drinking water services.
Change D (Exempt simple plumbing work on own home)
Change D involves a reform to exempt specified minor plumbing work undertaken by an
owner-occupier of a dwelling.
For this analysis, the base case reflected the current legislation, but with additional
enforcement because compliance with the current regulations is potentially low. Modelling
quantified the impacts from changes involving tap washers and showerheads, although the
definition of ‘minor plumbing work’ may extend beyond this to include replacing an inlet or
outlet washer in a toilet cistern, replacing a domestic water filter cartridge and clearing a
blocked waste pipe with the use of a plunger, flexible hand rod or handheld water hose.
Using the modified base case assumptions, modelling results indicated that there will be
significant net benefits of around $266.79 million ($2017, present value) from the exemption
for minor plumbing work. Anecdotal feedback from industry and our own experience suggest
that real compliance rates in the absence of changes to the current enforcement regime are
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low. Therefore, the impacts from the change are likely to be significantly less than those
modelled, but still positive.
On this basis, and noting that the definition of ‘minor plumbing work’ will need to be tightly
scoped to ensure that additional risks to human health from inadequate plumbing are
minimised, we recommend that the reform to exempt minor plumbing work undertaken by an
owner-occupier proceed.
Change E (Impose a duty of care on owners of complex sites)
Change E involves reforms to impose a duty of care (via a head power under the Act) on
owners of prescribed properties to test and maintain specified devices. This change is slightly
different from the other changes considered in this report in that it imposes requirements on
stakeholders who are not plumbers (or plumbing businesses).
Two types of devices were considered. In each case, the prescribed properties are linked to the
properties where the devices are required according to technical standards.
For backflow prevention devices, prescribed properties would extend to buildings that may be
used by third parties (other than the owner), such as employees or members of the public.
Similar to Change C, a definition that draws from the Building Act 2011 is proposed to be used
for coverage. The relevant drafting of the Building Act sections is as follows:
… apply to a building or an incidental structure…—
(a) that is, or is proposed to be, a residential facility or a recreational facility;
or
(b) that members of the public normally use; or
(c) to which members of the public are permitted access.
For thermostatic mixing valves, prescribed properties would include aged-care facilities,
health-care facilities, childcare centres, schools and disability service residential facilities. This
scope aligns with Section 1.9.2 of AS/NZS 3500.4, which specifies standards for sanitary
fixtures’ delivery temperatures.
Threshold modelling was conducted in a similar manner to modelling for Change C: the costs
were quantified to set a threshold for benefits needed to justify the reform.
For backflow devices, we estimate that the additional costs from imposing a duty of care will
be around $35.45 million ($2017, present value). The benefits from adequate testing of
backflow devices are a reduction in diseases arising from the contamination of potable water
and may extend to a reduction in disease and disability arising from metallic or other chemical
contamination from plumbing infrastructure (if the proper selection of devices is also
considered). Based on the cost impacts, the benefit threshold to justify the change equates to
saving around 0.40 lives per annum (or avoiding equivalent illness). It is unclear whether the
reform would be effective in achieving this level of benefit and so we do not recommend this
reform. However, feedback from stakeholders may help to determine whether this reform
should be implemented.
For thermostatic mixing valves, we estimate the additional costs to be around $4.41 million
($2017, present value), which translates to a benefit threshold of at least one life over the
20-year period of the analysis. The main benefit from appropriate maintenance of
thermostatic mixing valves is the avoided health risk of scalding from poorly controlled heated
water. As for backflow devices, the benefits may also extend to avoided disease and disability
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arising from metallic or other chemical contamination from plumbing infrastructure (if the
proper selection of devices is also considered). We consider it likely that the reform will
produce benefits at the threshold level or beyond for thermostatic mixing valves and therefore
recommend that the reform proceed in relation to those devices.
Change F (Introduce a business licence)
Change F involves the introduction of a business licence that would be held by individuals,
partnerships and companies that intend to trade as plumbers. The licence is distinct from
existing licences, as the current range of licences and permits can be held only by natural
persons. 6 The business licence is not intended to replace the existing contractor licence, as any
business applying for a licence will still need to nominate a licensed plumbing contractor as the
plumbing practitioner to oversee plumbing work.
We modelled the costs of the introduction of the licence. The net additional costs are
estimated to be around $2.46 million ($2017, present value) or around $289 per business per
annum.
Benefits associated with the change are currently unclear, as the details of how liabilities and
responsibilities would change between the licensed plumbing contractor currently responsible
for overseeing plumbing work and the business entity holding a business licence are not clear.
On this basis, Marsden Jacob does not recommend a reform to introduce a business licence.
We note that the current model adopted for the plumbing industry is different from that
provided for the building and electrical industries in Western Australia and envisioned as part
of the National Occupational Licensing Scheme. However, as noted in Section 3.7.2, it aligns
the arrangements for gasfitters in the state.
Change G (Remove requirement for plumbing contractors to undertake business training)
Change G seeks to align the Plumbers Licensing Board’s discretion over training that
contributes towards the certification of a plumbing licence and constrains that discretion to
align with the objective of the Plumbing Act (if one is introduced, as proposed by ACIL Allen in
2013).
The objective of the Act proposed by ACIL Allen is: 7
To protect the long term interests and health of Western Australians with respect
to the safety of the water supply and wastewater removal system by ensuring that
plumbing work is performed in accordance with technical requirements
appropriate for available technologies by sufficiently skilled persons.
The effect of the change would be that business units in the licensed plumbing contractor
licence certification course would no longer be mandatory course requirements.
Modelling of the impacts of this reform considered the change in course fees and course costs
as a transfer between registered training organisations in Western Australia and plumbing
tradespeople who would have otherwise undertaken the course. The quantified net benefits

6

Regulation 14 of the Plumbing Regulations.

7

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, report to the Minister for Commerce, Western
Australia, 8 November 2013, pp. 30 and 50, online.
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are limited to the recouping of wages that would otherwise have been forgone. Those benefits
amount to a net benefit from reform of $3.96 million ($2017, present value).
While there are likely to be some benefits from undertaking the training for plumbing
businesses (and their customers) as well as course participants where the skills directly relate
to their jobs, we are unclear about the extent of those benefits.
We recommend that the reforms be adopted to align the training requirements with the new
objective of the Act (if that is introduced). In adopting the reform, the Plumbers Licensing
Board should consider retaining the course as a non-mandatory optional contributor to
certification. In this way, plumbing tradespeople may still elect to take the course if they
foresee benefits from the training.
Change H (Introduce a requirement for contractors and businesses to hold specific insurances)
Change H involves the introduction of a requirement for public liability and professional
indemnity insurance to be held as a condition of contactor’s or business licences.
Our analysis showed that a requirement to hold public liability insurance would have only a
limited impact, as this form of insurance is held by almost all plumbers. The net cost of making
public liability insurance compulsory is estimated to be $1.25 million (net present value) over
the 20-year period used in the analysis.
In contrast, a requirement to hold professional indemnity insurance would impose significant
additional costs on the industry. The net cost of making it compulsory is estimated to be
$3.24 million (net present value) over the 20-year period. The exact scale of the costs will
depend on the detail of the requirements, such as the level of insurance, excess and
limitations.
We note that the requirement to hold insurances would also bring Western Australia
regulations into line with New South Wales and Victorian provisions. If the requirement to hold
insurances is pursued, we recommend that the Building Commission investigate an approach
that uses a scaling mechanism or thresholds above which insurances must be held to ensure
that smaller business are not unduly burdened by insurance premiums for higher levels of
cover.
Overall, making insurance compulsory may be perceived to be adding red tape, as the
requirement adds to the cost of running a business but brings only limited identified benefits.
Subject to additional information provided through consultation, we recommend that this
reform not be implemented.
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1. Introduction
Marsden Jacob Associates (Marsden Jacob) was commissioned by the Building Commission
within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety to prepare a quantitative
economic analysis of proposed reforms to plumbing regulation in Western Australia.
The analysis is intended to support a Consultation Regulation Impact Statement (RIS) on
proposed amendments to the Plumbers Licensing Act 1995 (the Plumbing Act) and the
Plumbers Licensing and Plumbing Standards Regulations 2000 (the Plumbing Regulations).

1.1

Background

Plumbers are an essential part of the wider building industry. Importantly, because plumbers
deal with both water and wastewater, they play key roles in the conservation of the resource
and in ensuring public health. To maintain minimum levels of quality and safety, plumbers
must be licensed through the Plumbers Licensing Board to work in Western Australia.
In 2013, the Western Australian Government commissioned a review of plumbing regulations
to help it decide on the adoption of national reforms that were underway at that time and to
consider ways in which the plumbing laws could be streamlined and modernised.
That review, by ACIL Allen Consulting, included the release of a discussion paper in July 2013
(Figure 1). Following public consultation in which 42 submissions were received, a final report
was delivered to the Minister for Commerce on 8 November 2013 and made publicly available
on 13 February 2014.
The final report included 51 recommendations, all of which were accepted by the government,
and also recommended that any future alterations to the licensing regime should only be
made following a cost–benefit analysis (CBA) showing a clear case for making the changes. 8
Following the review, the first phase of reforms commenced on 1 January 2015; the second
phase of reforms came into effect on 30 April 2016. 9 The first two phases covered reforms that
were considered to be relatively straightforward and that could be implemented relatively
quickly.
This economic analysis and the RIS it accompanies forms a third (and final) phase of the
reforms. It was considered that these reforms require a RIS because some reforms may have a
significant impact on the Western Australian economy and some others required further
consideration and scoping. The analysis seeks to ensure that the proposed reforms will provide
a net benefit to Western Australia.

8

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of Plumbing Regulations in WA, page x.

9

Information on the content of first- and second-phase reforms is available on the Department of Mines,
Industry Regulation and Safety (previously the Department of Commerce) website. Refer to the ‘Latest
developments’ section of the ‘Plumbing review’ page: https://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/buildingcommission/plumbing-review.
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Figure 1: Timeline of reforms to the plumbing legislation in Western Australia

Source: Marsden Jacob.

1.2 Scope and reform options
A total of eight reforms were considered in this analysis. The reforms fit into four themes, and
the scope for economic analysis differed across the themes. For ease of reference, we have
labelled the reforms A through to H.
The scope of the changes, the options considered for assessment and the approach to analysis
are summarised in Table 4.
The methods for assessment are described in detail in Section 2.2.
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Table 4: Summary of reforms and approach to analysis
Change

Current situation

Base case and reform options

Method of
assessment

It is proposed to amend the cost-recovery mechanism funding
the regulator’s activities in compliance. A ‘Do nothing’ base
case option was not considered a realistic option, as the current
level of fee collection is considered insufficient. For this reason,
the two options for consideration were:

Principle-based
approach to
assessment

Changes relating to governance and funding of plumbing legislation
A. Amend the
regulatory funding
mechanism

B.

Restructure
administrator and
regulator roles

The current fees are set out in Schedule 1 of the Plumbing
Regulations. The fees fall into two categories:


licence fees—charged on applications for plumbing
licences



compliance fees—charged for notices of intent,
certificates of compliance and the installation of
fixtures.

The current delineation of roles is as follows:



Option 1: Minor changes to the current compliance fees
system. Regulation 45 (fixture fees) will be revised to
ensure that it captures a broader range of plumbing work.



Option 2: A plumbing safety levy collected from water
service providers (akin to the Energy Safety levy).



Option 1 maintains the status quo.



Licensing policy is determined through legislation. The
licensing authority sets criteria and standards,
including for how to apply and assess applications.
Advice is provided to the minister by the Building
Commission. The Plumbers Licensing Board can only
advise the minister if the board goes through the
Building Commission.



Option 2 adopts a more streamlined role for the Plumbers
Licensing Board, which is responsible only for the licensing
of plumbers. The role of the technical regulator (enforcing
compliance with technical standards) is the responsibility of
the Building Commissioner, and Building Commission staff
currently performing enforcement roles continue to
provide that support.



The licensing administrator role is performed by the
Plumbers Licensing Board. The board receives
applications and provides plumbing licences on the
basis of the criteria set out by the legislation.





The technical regulator is also the Plumbers Licensing
Board. The Building Commission provides technical
staff to support the board to ensure compliance. The
technical standards are set by the minister on the

Option 3 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board
completely. This is similar to Option 2, but the current
Building Services Board has its representation and role
expanded to include plumbing. A plumbing representative
will be added to the Building Services Board.



Option 4 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board and
moves day-to-day plumbing licensing and compliance and
enforcement activities to Technical Regulator that covers
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Principles-based
approach to
assessment

Change

Current situation

Base case and reform options

advice of the Building Commission.

the plumbing, gas and electrical industries.

Method of
assessment
10



Option 5 creates a new Plumbing Commissioner position
and a plumbing directorate within the Building
Commission. The Plumbing Commissioner (although this is
a separate position) could be the same person as the
Building Commissioner.



Option 6 creates a Plumbing Technical Regulator who is
supported by an Office of the Plumbing Technical Regulator
and a Plumbing Technical Registration Board. Unlike in
option 4, the group would be completely removed from the
Building Commission.

Changes relating to the scope of plumbing legislation
C.

Broaden the scope of
regulated plumbing
legislation to cover:

The scope for regulated plumbing work is defined in
section 4 of the Plumbing Regulations. The scope currently
covers three main areas:

There are two key areas of exclusion which, in the absence of
reforms to coverage, represent a potential risk to individuals
and members of the public. They are:

(i) non-drinkingwater services
(Part B3 of the
Plumbing Code
of Australia)

1.

Water supply plumbing work is limited to the supply
of potable water from a meter assembly to the points
of use within any property.

1.

C.1. Non-drinking-water services (as outlined in Part B3 of
the Plumbing Code of Australia)

2.

Sanitary plumbing work covers works carrying
wastewater or other waste but does not include
drainage plumbing work.

2.

C.2. Drinking water, where that water does not pass
through a meter.

(ii) all sources used
for drinking
water (not just
those connected
to a metered
10

3.

Drainage plumbing work is work on underground
pipes and other fittings used or intended to be used
for the carrying of wastewater to a sewer or
wastewater or other waste to an apparatus for the

Threshold
assessment

The options assessed are:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Require work to be performed by a licensed
plumber.

Under this option, it is envisaged that the role of the energy safety regulator (currently EnergySafety that sits within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety) could be
expanded to encompass plumbing.
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Change

Current situation
supply.)

Base case and reform options

Method of
assessment

The options assessed are:

CBA assessment

treatment of sewage.
Work that is plumbing related but that is not included in
the above definition is, as a result of the drafting of
a
section 9(1), not required to be performed by a plumber.

D. Exempt simple
plumbing work on
own home

Regulation 9 in Part 3 (Licences and permits) of the
Plumbing Regulations sets out when a licence or permit is
required. This section specifies that all ‘plumbing work’
b
requires a licence or permit:



Base case: No change (but with adequate enforcement).



Option 1: Exempt specified minor work undertaken by an
owner-occupier of a dwelling in that dwelling, including:

‘Plumbing work’ is defined in section 59I of the Plumbing
Act, and that definition is expanded upon in section 4 of
the Plumbing Regulations.
The current definition appears to extend to include a
number of minor, low-risk and relatively non-technical
plumbing maintenance tasks, such as changing
showerheads and tap washers in residential properties,
that homeowners may reasonably perform.

-

repairing or replacing a showerhead

-

replacing a washer in a tap

-

replacing an inlet or outlet washer in a toilet cistern

-

replacing a domestic water filter cartridge

-

clearing a blocked waste pipe by the use of a plunger,
flexible hand rod or handheld water hose only (i.e. by
non-mechanical and non-electrical means).

A requirement for owners of specified building to test and maintain plumbing safety devices
E.

Impose a duty of care
on owners of
complex sites.
Two examples are:
(i) sites with
backflow
regulators
(ii) thermostatic

11

Elements of plumbing systems require maintenance and
regular testing to ensure that they are working well.

The reform option is assessed in relation to the two examples.
The options assessed for backflow prevention devices are:

Provisions in water service provider legislation ensure that
property owners maintain and regularly test devices, but
there is a gap in current plumbing legislation coverage for
plumbing within a property boundary.



Base case: No change.



Both backflow prevention devices and thermostatic mixing
valves play an important role in preventing water supply

Option 1: Introduce a head of power to impose a duty of
care on property owners where a testable backflow
11
prevention device is installed within a property boundary.

The options assessed for thermostatic mixing valves are:

As defined in the AS3500.1.2015 and referred to in the Plumbing Code of Australia.
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Threshold
assessment

Change
mixing valves at
prescribed types
of properties

Current situation

Base case and reform options

contamination and acting as safety mechanisms against
the risk of scalding from hot water, respectively. Neither
appears to be clearly or adequately covered under current
regulations.



Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a head of power to impose a duty of
care on property owners of prescribed sites that have
thermostatic mixing valves installed. Prescribed sites would
include aged-care facilities, health-care facilities, childcare
centres, schools, disability service residential facilities.

Method of
assessment

Changes relating to the licensing of and requirements on plumbers
F.

Introduce a business
licence

Regulation 14 of the Plumbing Regulations states that only
natural persons can hold a plumbing licence or permit.

The options assessed are:


Under the current regime, it appears that only
contractor’s licence holders are captured as carrying on
plumbing businesses. Hence, while other types of
companies and corporate structures exist in the industry,
they are omitted from the coverage of the legislation.

Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a business licence for individuals,
partnerships and companies that intend to trade as
plumbers, and require plumbing companies that hold that
licence to have a nominated licensed plumbing contractor
as the plumbing practitioner to oversee plumbing work.

A consequence of the current drafting appears to be that
the legal liability for running a plumbing business
therefore rests with the plumber in the business under
whose contractor’s licence works are being completed. If
that licensed plumber leaves the business, the obligations
and responsibilities for plumbing works undertaken while
they were in the business remain with the plumber—not
the business entity.
G. Remove requirement
for plumbing
contractors to
undertake business
training

Clause 2, Schedule 3 of the Plumbing Regulations sets out
the requirements for holding a plumbing contractor’s
licence, and Regulation 2(b)(ii) gives the Plumbers
Licensing Board discretion in determining ‘equivalent
Western Australian qualifications’.
c

The board requires nine units that made up the course for
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As the regulations refer to an equivalent ‘as determined by the
Board’, changes to exclude or include business units will require
a change in legislation (to remove this reference).
The two options assessed are:


Base case: Do nothing—thus maintaining the current
situation.
6.

CBA assessment

CBA assessment

Change

H. Introduce a
requirement for
contractors and
businesses to hold
public liability and
professional
indemnity insurances

Current situation

Base case and reform options

the Plumbing Contractor’s Licence at the time of the
course’s expiry on 28 February 2016 to be completed
regardless of the stream(s) of plumbing work or any units
that supersede the listed mandatory units. Three business
units are included in the current list of courses.



Currently, no requirement for plumbing contractors in
Western Australia to carry any public liability or indemnity
insurance is specified in the Plumbing Regulations. The
relevant regulation is Clause 2, Schedule 3, which sets out
the requirements for a plumbing contractor’s licence.

The options assessed are:

Method of
assessment

Option 1: Align the link on the board’s discretion so that
the objectives of the Act need to be considered in
appropriate training, the effect of which would be that
business units will no longer be mandatory.



Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a requirement for insurance(s) to be
held as a condition of licensing.

CBA assessment

a

Some work has been exempted in the regulations and may be carried out by non-plumbers. However, the exemptions are currently largely limited to work performed by water service
providers (and therefore covered in alternative legislation), work performed by apprentices and work in remote Aboriginal communities.

b

Clauses 9(2) and (3) provide exemptions for apprentices under supervision and for permitted work performed in remote Aboriginal communities. It appears that all other plumbing work
is not permitted.

c

Plumbers Licensing Board Policy—Requirements to obtain a plumbing contractor’s licence, 29 May 2017, online.
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2. Methodology
A three-step approach to analysis was used in developing and undertaking the analysis:


Step 1: Research and refinement of reform options.



Step 2: Analysis, modelling and preliminary assessment against selected criteria (using a
CBA or principles-based approach).



Step 3: Validation of data inputs and stakeholder impacts via informal industry discussions.

2.1 Research and refinement of reform options
The proposed reforms originated from analysis by ACIL Allen Consulting in its review of the
Plumbing Regulations in 2013. Desktop research and several workshops with representatives
from the department were used to clarify and solidify the issues that needed to be addressed
and to refine the reform options for assessment.
The desktop research included a review of relevant and comparable provisions used for other
industries in Western Australia (such as the electrical, gas and building industries) and
comparable plumbing regulations in other Australian jurisdictions.
A meeting with the Plumbers Licensing Board was also held during the research phase of the
project.

2.2 Approach to analysis
In assessing the reforms, we used three different economic analysis frameworks:


A principles-based approach was adopted for changes A and B. Each reform option was
assessed against best practice guidance and principles, and the option that appeared to
align best with the guidance was identified.
For Change A, we assessed each reform option against criteria adopted from Australian
Government and state government guidance on cost recovery and principles for setting
fees and charges. Categories of criteria used included legality, clarity of purpose,
transparency, efficiency and timeliness.
For Change B, we considered each reform option against a range of range of governance
criteria, including clarity of role and purpose; authority and decision-making;
accountability; efficiency; transparency; and durability.



A CBA-based assessment was used for changes D, F, G and H. The purpose was to assess
the economic costs and benefits of each of the options incrementally, compared to the
business-as-usual or base case. Economic costs and benefits were assessed by aggregating
the relevant subset of financial (distributional) impacts and externality impacts. Financial
transfers between stakeholder groups were excluded from the analysis because they do
not result in a net economic cost or benefit.
The results of the CBA are mainly reported as a net present value, which is the present
value of economic benefits delivered by the option less the present value of economic
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costs incurred. The net present value measures the expected benefit (or cost) to society of
implementing the policy, expressed in monetary terms.


Assessment based on threshold analysis was used for changes C and E. For each of those
changes, the costs could be easily quantified; however, the scale of the benefits was not
readily estimated. Threshold analysis included quantitative modelling of the likely cost
impacts in the same manner as in the CBA approach. The assessment was made by
demonstrating the quantum of health benefits that would justify the change in costs. For
these assessments, we used value of statistical life 12 data to estimate the number of
deaths or instances of ill health to be avoided.

More detail on the approach used for assessment is included in the relevant parts of Section 3.
The analysis in this report is necessarily based on a series of assumptions, which means that
there is some uncertainty about the results. The assumptions outlined in Section 3 reflect
information at the time the assessment was completed and have been verified (to a limited
degree) through the informal stakeholder discussions outlined below.

2.3 Validation and refinement of data inputs via discussion with
industry
Once a preliminary assessment had been completed for each of the changes, the input
assumptions and results were tested through targeted stakeholder consultations.
We contacted around 30 stakeholders, mainly by phone. They included:


plumbing industry representatives, peak bodies and unions



representatives from the training sector



representatives from associated consumer groups and associations



the Western Australian Government



water service providers.

We note that the views expressed by those stakeholders interviewed might not represent the
views of the industry more broadly. Stakeholders were not asked to provide formal, written
answers to questions, so we do not attribute their contributions to specific elements in this
report.

12

The value of a statistical life is an estimate of the financial value that society places on reducing the average
number of deaths by one. A related concept is the value of a statistical life year, which estimates the value
society places on reducing the risk of premature death, expressed in terms of saving a statistical life year. See
Office of Best Practice Regulation, Best practice regulation guidance note: value of statistical life, Department
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, December 2014, p. 1, online.
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3. Economic analysis
As outlined in Section 2.2, three different approaches were used to assess the changes:


A principles-based approach was used for reforms A and B.



CBA assessment was used for reforms D, F, G and H.



An assessment based on threshold analysis was used for reforms C and E.

Section 3.1 outlines general assumptions used in some or all of the analyses. Subsequent
sections present economic analysis for each proposed reform.

3.1

General assumptions

Key assumptions that informed the analysis were:


the evaluation period, prices and discount rates



labour and service cost rates



growth



the value of a statistical life



avoided costs (benefits).

Evaluation period, prices and discount rates
Table 5 summarises the evaluation period, prices and discount rate assumptions used in the
analysis. The key points are as follows:


A 20-year analysis period was adopted.



Discount rates typical of CBAs in Australia were used.



All dollar values are presented in $2017 unless otherwise specified.

Table 5: Evaluation period, prices and discount rates
Variable

Assumption

Base year

2016–17 financial year (FY 2017)

Prices

$2017

Evaluation period

FY 2017 – FY 2036

Discount rate

7% (real)
3% and 10% (real) sensitivities

Labour and service cost rates
Labour and service cost rates were used as inputs to analyses of changes C through H. The
types of rates used were as follows:


Service costs for domestic plumbing work (referred to as the domestic plumbing rate) are
the costs that a typical domestic (residential) customer might expect to face if they were to
engage a plumber to do the work.
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Service costs for commercial plumbing work (referred to as the commercial plumbing
rate) are the costs a customer might expect to face if they were to engage a plumber to do
the work at a commercial location.



Service costs for work undertaken by a professional who is not a plumber (referred to as
the non-plumbing professional rate) are the costs a customer might expect to face to
engage a professional who is not a plumber to do the work.



Labour cost rates (as distinct from service cost rates) are used to reflect the opportunity
cost of time for licensed plumbing contractors (referred to as the LPC labour rate) and for
plumbers with tradesperson’s licences (referred to as the tradie labour rate).



A shadow labour rate is used for do-it-yourself (DIY) plumbing work done by home owners
(referred to as the DIY plumbing rate). This rate reflects the opportunity cost of the
owner’s time and is based on typical value of leisure rates.



A regional premium of 30% is applied for remote and regional work.

Table 6 summarises the rates assumed for modelling and lists the proposed changes in which
the rates are used.
Table 6: Service cost and labour rate assumptions
Variable

Assumed value

Applicable changes

Domestic plumbing
rate

Call-out & first 15 minutes: $125

Change C—Scope of plumbing work
(non-drinking-water sources)

Commercial
plumbing rate

Additional hours: $100 per hour
No call-out fee
Hours worked: $90 per hour

Change D—Minor plumbing work
Change C—Scope of plumbing work
(unmetered drinking-water systems) +
regional premium
Change E—Introduce duty of care

Non-plumbing
professional rate

$70 per hour

LPC labour rate

$55 per hour (including super)

Change C—Scope of plumbing work
Change F—Introduce business licence
Change H—Require insurances

Tradie labour rate

$45 per hour (including super)

Change G—Remove business training

DIY plumbing rate

$30 per hour

Change D—Minor plumbing work

Calculations to determine the cost of services (or the opportunity cost of labour) used in the
analyses were all based on the following standard formulas: 13
Labour cost

=

Price × Quantity

=

(Time required × Labour cost) × (Times performed × Number of
businesses or community organisations × Number of staff)

Purchase cost =
=

13

Price × Quantity
(Purchase cost) × (Times performed × Number of businesses or
community organisations)

Office of Best Practice Regulation, Guidance note: Regulatory burden measurement framework, Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, February 2016, pp. 12, 13, online.
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Estimates of the number of times a service is performed, in the case of each reform option
considered, were driven by factors relevant to the change in question, such as the life of the
plumbing fixture, the number of devices, testing requirements, and renewal requirement
rates.
Growth assumptions
Growth assumptions were used to forecast various inputs, such as the number of dwellings,
the numbers of devices and fixtures and the number of plumbing licences over the period of
the analysis.
Where the growth assumption was unique to the change being considered, we discuss this in
the relevant sections.
Common growth assumptions used were:


number of dwellings



number of plumbing professionals.

Growth in the number of dwellings was based on the historical change in the number of
dwellings from the 2011 Census to the 2016 Census. We assumed that growth in Western
Australian dwellings will remain consistent with this historical average of 1.7% per annum. This
assumption was used in changes C and D.
The number of current licences is indicative of the current number of plumbing professionals.
Table 7 shows the current and historical data on plumbing licences and permits.
For changes F, G and H, we need to make assumptions on the number of licensed plumbing
professionals (and businesses) that would be in operation over the 20-year period.
In each case, we used the historical average annual growth in numbers of licensed plumbing
contractors of 4.7% per annum. For changes F and H, this rate was adjusted to half (to 2.35%
per annum), as industry feedback indicated that fewer than half the people who hold licensed
plumbing contractor’s licences run plumbing businesses.
Table 7: Numbers of licensed plumbing professionals, 2009–10 to 2016–17
Licensed
plumbing
contractor

Tradesperson

Restricted
plumbing
permit

Provisional
licence

Total

2009–10

2,601

2657

119

–

5,377

2010–11

2,812

2934

119

–

5,865

2011–12

2,960

3,477

113

–

6,550

2012–13

3,147

3,788

99

–

7,034

2013–14

3,345

3,972

97

–

7,414

2014–15

3,367

3,876

89

–

7,332

2015–16

3,470

3,758

92

–

7,320

2016–17

3,577

3,673

99

32

7,381

Average annual
growth rate

4.7%

5.0%

–2.4%

–

4.7%

Year

Source: Building Commission, 2017.
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Value of a statistical life
The assessments based on threshold analysis used for changes C and E involved quantitative
modelling of the likely cost impacts and a comparison of those amounts as ‘thresholds’ of
avoided costs (or benefits) that would justify the change in costs. For these assessments, we
used value of statistical life data to estimate the number of deaths or instances of ill health to
be avoided.
The value of a statistical life is an estimate of the financial value society places on reducing the
average number of deaths by one. A related concept is the value of a statistical life year, which
estimates the value society places on reducing the risk of premature death, expressed in terms
of saving a statistical life year. 14
For the analysis, we used an approach and values recommended by the Australian
Government’s Office of Best Practice Regulation.
The value of a statistical life used was $4,390,368, and the value of a statistical life year was
$190,249. Each of these values derives from Office of Best Practice Regulation guidance, which
provides values in $2014. We converted those values to $2017 using the Reserve Bank of
Australia’s Inflation Calculator for the period from June 2014 to June 2017. 15
Avoided costs (benefits) from technically compliant work on plumbing systems
The avoided costs (or benefits) from a properly maintained and functioning plumbing system
are numerous. For this report, we focused on the avoided risks to human health as being the
benefits from using or requiring a plumber to perform work.
In its submission to the review by ACIL Allen Consulting, the Plumbers Licensing Board pointed
to the risks associated with insufficient or inadequate plumbing: 16
Insufficient or inadequate plumbing and plumbing that does not conform to
normative standards can expose the community to risks associated with:


waterborne and airborne diseases associated with sewage;



diseases arising from the contamination of potable water services;



disease and disability as a result of metallic or other chemical
contamination from plumbing infrastructure;



scalding from poorly controlled heated water;



injury or property damage arising from the failure of plumbing equipment
or systems, as in the explosion of a hot water system, the failure of an
emergency shower to perform when needed or the failure of a water
service in a structure fire;



[other risks not associated with public health]

Changes C through E involve possible reforms that would require work to be performed in
compliance with the relevant plumbing standards, either because the requirement is for the
14

Office of Best Practice Regulation, Best Practice Regulation Guidance Note—Value of statistical life,
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, December 2014, p. 1, online.

15

The RBA Inflation Calculator is available at http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/quarterDecimal.html.

16

Plumbers Licensing Board submission, p. 2, as quoted in ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations
in WA, p. 23.
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work to be done by a qualified plumber or because the change introduces a duty of care that
requires this standard.
Other changes indirectly affect the risks to human health inadequate installation and
maintenance of plumbing systems (and related systems, in the case of greywater) because the
adequate enforcement and appropriate regulation of the industry will broadly carry through to
the standard of plumbing work.

3.2 Change A: Amend the regulatory funding mechanism
The Building Commission (the work of which includes the regulation of plumbing) advises that
it operates on a cost-recovery basis and so does not receive any recurrent funding for
compliance and enforcement activities. Under this arrangement, the regulation of plumbing
(including compliance auditing, the maintenance of standards and prosecutions) is funded
through industry fees.
The fees for plumbing tradespeople, contractors and permit holders are set out in Schedule 1
of the Plumbing Regulations. The current fees fall into two broad categories:


Licence-related fees—charged on initial applications, the issue of licences or permits,
renewals of licences and replacements of licences or permits (items 1 to 9 in Table 7)



Compliance-type fees—charged for notices of intent, certificates of compliance and the
installation of fixtures (items 10 to 15).

The proposed reform deals only with compliance-type fees, so that is the focus of the
remainder of this section.
As shown in Table 8, licence-related fees include both fixed, once-off amounts (where a licence
or permit is initially being processed) and renewal fees (the fees and the frequency of renewals
depend on the licence type).
In contrast, the compliance-type fees are all linked to the quantity of work done. Fees are
charged on a per notice/certificate, installation, lodgement, number of fixtures, per hour basis,
or on a per copy basis in the case of copies and extracts from the register. The expectation is
that the quantum of fees collected would increase as the work increases, reflecting additional
compliance resources and activities costs likely to be incurred by the Building Commission with
higher industry activity. This also acknowledges the link between ability to pay and the
quantity of services that plumbers are being paid for.
As a result, most of the income generated through fee collection to fund the Building
Commission’s plumbing activities (including supporting the Plumbers Licensing Board) is
recovered via compliance-type fees, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Proportion of fee revenue from compliance-type fees and licence-related fees, 2013–14 to
2016–17

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis of data provided by the Building Commission.
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Table 8: Current compliance-type fees set out in Schedule 1 of the Plumbing Regulations ($2017)
Item

Description of fee

Amount ($)

Compliance-type fees
10.

Combined notice of intention and certificate of compliance
(regulation 41(1) and 42(1))

22.50 per notice / certificate

11.

Combined notice of intention and certificate of compliance
(regulation 41(1) and 42(1)) — booklet of 2 or more notices/certificates

22.50 per notice / certificate

12.

Multi-entry certificate of compliance (regulation 44(1)) — 1 multi-entry
certificate

17.00 per certificate

13.

Multi-entry certificate of compliance (regulation 44(1)) — booklet of
2 or more multi-entry certificates

16.00 per certificate

14.

New installation fee for plumbing work involving 9 or less fixtures
(regulation 45)

69.25 per new installation

15.

New installation fee for plumbing work involving more than 9 fixtures
(regulation 45)

69.25 plus 11.40 for each
fixture more than 9

15A.

Combined notice of intention and certificate of compliance to carry out
work that includes performance solution (regulation 45A(1) and 45B(1))

15B.

Lodgment fee for notice of intention to carry out work that includes
performance solution (regulation 45A(3))

780.00 per lodgement

15C.

Application for declaration for non-application or modification of
plumbing standards (regulation 54)

780.00 per lodgement

16.

Re-inspection fee (regulation 73)

17.

Copy of register (regulation 102(3))

60.00 per copy

18.

Extract from register (regulation 102(4))

60.00 per copy

22.75 per notice/certificate

120.00 per hour or part hour

Source: Schedule 1 of the Plumbing Regulations.

In the 2013 review, ACIL Allen recommended reforms of the fee system for plumbing work
that related particularly to the current ‘notice of intent’ fee system used in the collection of
compliance-type fees. This was in part due to concerns that the system:


is an inefficient method of recovering costs



is administratively expensive to run



incentivises the under-reporting of work and results in the under-collection of fees



collects only new installation fees for new construction and does not collect such fees for
maintenance, renovations or refurbishments (even though that work may be extensive).

The notice of intention system requires plumbers to lodge particular information or submit
forms in accordance with the Plumbing Regulations. Each form attracts fees to be paid either
in advance, in the case of certificates of compliance and multi-entry certificates, or upon
lodgement, in the case of notices of intention and new fixture notifications (Regulation 45).
When plumbing inspectors conduct random inspections of plumbing work, they also check
that the notice of intention or certificate of compliance has been lodged. Recent data from the
six month period to June 2016 analysed by the Building Commission found that of 1,226 checks
of certification requirements, 68 were non-compliant. Given that the plumbing work had
already commenced or had been concluded on these sites it can be assumed that there is no
intention to submit the notice of intention of certificate of compliance in these circumstances.
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The true level of compliance will necessarily be related to the number and nature of
inspections. Marsden Jacob understands from discussions with industry that the level of
compliance is not well understood and that further transparency is desired. A number of
stakeholders commented that lack of compliance would be driven partly by the system itself
which is administratively cumbersome.

3.2.1 Options for assessment
Change A involves amendments to the cost-recovery mechanism associated with compliance
fees. Funding related to licence applications and renewals has not been raised as a concern, so
no change to the mechanism applicable to those activities is being considered.
The two options assessed were:


Option 1—Minor changes to the current system. Revision of Regulation 45 (fixture fees) to
ensure that it captures a broader range of plumbing work.



Option 2—A plumbing safety levy collected through water service providers (akin to the
Energy Safety levy).

A ‘Do nothing’ scenario was not considered a realistic option, as the current level of fee
collection is considered insufficient. Therefore, the assessment compared the two options
against one another rather than against a continuation of the current arrangements.
Option 1—Minor changes
Option 1 makes minor changes that are implementable under the Plumbing Regulations. The
intention of the reform would be to ensure that it captures a broader range of plumbing work.
Option 2—Plumbing safety levy
Option 2 replaces the existing fee structure with a plumbing safety levy collected through
water service providers. The levy would be similar to the Energy Safety levy 17 collected
through electricity and gas distribution network providers and used to fund energy safety
compliance and enforcement activities.
The plumbing safety levy would be legislated under the Plumbing Act. Drafting would require
the government to develop an annual business plan (similar to the one in place for the Energy
Safety levy) that sets out and provides transparency on:


the intent of the levy



the relevant business environment and challenges, including major projects



a financial plan for the next year



a summary of outcomes in the previous financial year.

Optionally, the government would be able to invite stakeholder comments on elements of the
annual plan. The government would also be required to issue a notice that sets out the
revenue to be collected.
To facilitate the collection of the levy through water service providers, amendments to
legislation specific to water service providers, such as the Water Services Act 2012, may be
17

As outlined under the Energy Safety Act 2016 (section 14) and the Energy Safety Levy Act 2006.
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required. The amendments would provide for the levy to be charged in line with usual water
billing processes. The exact form of the levy has not been determined. Some options are that it
could be:


a fixed fee per property



a variable fee based on metered water use



a variable fee based on the value of the property (similar to sewerage charges).

The full details and an impact analysis of the particular mechanism were not in the scope for
this report. Rather, the analysis sought to determine whether the approach is sound in
principle and therefore should be further progressed compared to the alternative option.

3.2.2 Analysis of options and impact assessment
The primary evaluation method used for Change A was a principles-based approach that
considered each reform option against defined criteria, drawing on principles from costrecovery guidelines and principles for setting fees and charges in Australia.
The potential financial impact of each option was also examined, as well as the alignment of
the options with the approaches adopted for comparable Western Australian industries
overseen by the Building Commission.
Evaluation criteria
For Change A, each reform option was assessed against criteria adopted from:


the Western Australian Government’s guidelines on Costing and pricing of government
services (June 2015) 18



the Australian Government’s Cost recovery guidelines (July 2014). 19

Drawing on the principles outlined in the guidelines, the key principles and assessment factors
against which we assessed the fee collection options included clarity of purpose, transparency,
efficiency and timeliness.
Table 9 sets out the criteria that we used to assess the Change A options, including key
assessment questions.
Table 9: Criteria used to assess Change A
Criteria

Description

Key assessment questions

Legality

The proposed fee structure
needs to be legal in order to be
effectively implemented. Of
particular concern is the
introduction of new or changed
fees or charges that constitute a
tax.



Is there a risk that the fee would not be able
to be charged on the basis that it is
considered a tax?

Clarity of

Clarity of purpose relates



Is the fee be linked to work (i.e. the

18

Department of Treasury, Costing and pricing government services: guidelines for use by agencies in Western
Australian public sector, Government of Western Australia, June 2015, online.

19

Department of Finance, Australian Government cost recovery guidelines, 3rd edition, resource management
guide no. 304, Australian Government, July 2014, online.
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Criteria

Description

purpose

explicitly to the expectation that
the fee or charge will be levied
on the basis of full cost recovery
unless the government has made
a deliberate decision otherwise.

Transparency

Efficiency

Timeliness

Transparency relates to concerns
with both the process used when
setting fees and the
transparency of all costs being
used as the basis on which to
calculate fees.
Efficiency is concerned with the
administration costs associated
with the revenue collection
system being efficient. However,
when considering best practice
pricing, the principle also
extends more broadly to
consider the impact on supply
and demand.
Timeliness refers to the need for
an agency’s fees and charges to
remain relevant to government
priorities.

Key assessment questions
beneficiary pays)?


Does the fee structure provide adequate
revenue?



Does the fee structure provide for consistent
income that aligns with costs incurred?



Are the costs explicit and recognisable?



Is the fee structure excessively complicated?



Does the change create the right incentives
for industry?



Are fees applied consistently over time?



Is revenue adequate, and is income
consistent?



Is cross-subsidisation minimised?



Do fee mechanisms and fee levels need to
be reviewed regularly?



Can the fee mechanisms and changes be
implemented in a timely manner?

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis.

Assessment against criteria
A traffic light system was used to highlight where each option did not meet criteria (●),
partially fulfilled criteria (●) or fulfilled criteria (●).
Table 10: Assessment of reform options for Change A option against defined criteria
Key:  = Does not meet criteria  = Partially fulfils criteria  = Fulfils criteria
Option 1:

Option 2:

Minor changes

Plumbing safety levy





Fees should be linked to work (i.e. the
beneficiary pays)





Revenue adequacy





Consistent income









Legality
Able to be charged (i.e. not a tax)
Clarity of purpose

Transparency
Costs should be explicit and recognisable
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Key:  = Does not meet criteria  = Partially fulfils criteria  = Fulfils criteria
Option 1:

Option 2:

Minor changes

Plumbing safety levy





Create right incentives





Consistent fees for companies





Cost of collection





Minimise cross-subsidisation





Need to review regularly





Able to be implemented in a timely manner





Fee structure should not be excessively
complicated
Efficiency

Timeliness

On balance, Option 2 appears to better satisfy the evaluation criteria. It appears to equally or
better satisfy the criteria of clarity of purpose, transparency and efficiency, while resolution of
the legality of the proposal and the additional time needed to amend the Act rather than the
regulations mean that this option performs less well for that criterion.
Option 2 appears preferable under the clarity of purpose criterion, as the costs are spread
across the whole community—which is considered appropriate, as the benefits accrue to the
whole community, too. In addition, the levy can be set to ensure a consistent and adequate
income. Where members of the public come into direct contact with completed works, the
compliance and enforcement activities may directly or indirectly prompt better safety
outcomes. Further, it is likely that all users of water service providers’ services require
plumbing services at regular intervals over time, and the number of plumbing service users
who are also not users of water service providers’ services is relatively small, as outlined in the
financial impact assessment (below).
Transparency is balanced across the options because, while the fee structures are very
different, they can be (or should be) readily communicated to end customers. The levy
(Option 2) is likely to be simpler than Option 1, which would retain the current structure of
differential fees for major and minor plumbing works.
Option 2 better fulfils the efficiency requirements. The main point of difference between the
options is in the ability of each to create the right incentives. Option 1 performs less
adequately due to the persistent risk that the plumbers who are most likely to drive
compliance and enforcement activity costs may be those who are least likely to maintain good
administrative practices that facilitate the collection of fees. Option 2 separates the two
activities completely.
Both options provide relatively consistent fees for companies. Option 1 provides for aggregate
fee levels commensurate on the amount of plumbing work done by businesses. Option 2 also
has reflective properties, in that water bills are already commensurate to business operations
where the amount of plumbing activity is correlated to the quantity of water metered.
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On the two remaining efficiency factors (the cost of collection and the minimisation of crosssubsidies), the performance of each option is the opposite to the performance of the other.
Option 2 fulfils the cost of collection criterion better than Option 1, as it amends the
mechanism to ensure that cost recovery is highly likely and allows for under- or over-recovery
of fees from one year the next to be readily balanced without introducing any additional
incentives. Conversely, Option 1 appears to fulfil the criterion of minimising cross-subsidisation
better than Option 2. Option 2, by its nature, results in an inherent level of cross-subsidisation
in which some users of water service providers’ services may contribute proportionally more
to the levy than a purely beneficiary-pays system would provide for. A level of crosssubsidisation is also inherent in Option 1; however, consistent with the stronger link from fee
payer to major beneficiary under that option, cross-subsidisation is also more likely to be
avoided.
The timeliness criterion favours Option 1, as it can possibly be implemented more rapidly than
Option 2.
Alignment with existing fee structure
In envisaging the likely arrangements for Option 2, it is useful to consider the existing
arrangements under the Energy Safety levy. Under the Energy Safety Act 2006 (section 14) and
the Energy Safety Levy Act 2006, the government may collect a levy through electricity
network and distribution providers and through gas distribution providers.
The legislation requires EnergySafety to develop an annual business plan that sets out:


a statement of intent



the business environment and challenges, including major projects



the financial plan



details of the proposed industry levy



a brief outline of outcomes in the previous financial year.

The government also issues a notice (the Energy Safety Levy Notice 20) that sets out the
revenue to be collected.
Likely financial scale of a water levy
While both Option 1 and Option 2 should result in the collection of funds sufficient for cost
recovery, their immediate impacts differ by stakeholder type.
Option 2 involves a significant change in the way funds are collected. Rather than costs being
passed on from plumbers to their customers only when a plumbing service is required, all
users of water service providers’ services would contribute to the funding on an ongoing basis.
The Building Commission has indicated that a ‘best practice’ audit and enforcement team to
ensure that plumbing standards are maintained would include around 37 full-time employees
and would cost around $5.6 million per year.
An important consideration in adopting this form of funding mechanism is its impact on
individual water service users. The three largest water utilities have around 1.1 million
properties connected for water supply (Table 11). 21
20

For example, Energy Safety Levy Notice 2015, 8 April 2015, online.
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Table 11: Properties connected for water supply by the three largest water utilities
Utility

Properties connected

Water Corporation

1,078,639

Busselton Water

12,875

Bunbury Water (Aqwest)

17,113

Total number of properties

1,108,627

Sources: Utilities’ 2016 annual reports.

Based the Building Commission’s estimated $5.6 million cost for best practice audit and
enforcement, this would equate to a levy on each property of marginally over $5. The levy
would be very small compared to average annual household expenditure on water, sewerage
and drainage, which is estimated at $1,553.

3.2.3 Recommendations and other findings
Option 2 appears to be preferable and, subject to consultation, further work should be done to
implement this reform.

21

While many households receive water services and sewerage services, there are many cases in which a house
receives one service but not both. For this reason, it may be fairest if the fees are split between water and
sewerage and customers pay only the fees that are relevant for their properties.
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3.3

Change B: Restructure administrator and regulator roles

Administration and regulator roles for the plumbing industry are currently overseen by the
relevant minister. Relevant day-to-day activities are undertaken by both the Plumbers
Licensing Board and the Building Commission.
The Plumbers Licensing Board is established by Part 5A of the Plumbing Act. Its responsibilities
include:


administering the plumbers licensing scheme



issuing licences to plumbers and managing disciplinary functions



monitoring and advising on the qualification and training requirements for plumbers



advising the Minister for Commerce on plumbing licensing and regulation. 22

The Building Commission provides technical staff to support the board in administering the
licensing system and disciplinary framework for plumbers, as well as monitoring and auditing
performance against technical standards.
Analysis by ACIL Allen Consulting in 2013 found that the plumbing regulatory framework
consisted of seven layers, from technical rules and regulations at the first levels to licensing
administration and compliance by the technical regulator (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Overview of trade regulation

Source: ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of Plumbing Regulations in WA, p. 73.

22

Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, Plumbers Licensing Board, Government of Western
Australia, 30 August 2017, online.
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Based on its analysis, ACIL Allen recommended that the administration of plumbing laws be
restructured to improve the clarity of the roles of:


the licensing authority



the licensing administrator



the technical regulator.23

In considering changes to the administrator and regulatory roles, we followed the roles
delineated by ACIL Allen but split the technical regulator’s role into two elements: setting the
technical standards and monitoring and enforcing those standards.
These roles are set out in the matrix shown in Table 12, which identifies four roles:


For licensing, the setting of licensing policies (shown in blue) sets the standards for
licensing. This could involve intermittent reviews of licensing requirements as technology
and the industry change.



For licensing, the application of licensing (shown in green) is the daily application of the
licensing standards to ensure that applicants are assessed against the criteria and are
issued licences as appropriate. In addition, plumbers who fail to meet the technical
standards may have their licences reviewed as a disciplinary matter.



For technical standards, the setting of the standards (shown in orange) includes reviews of
the standards as required.



For technical standards, the current standards are applied on a daily basis (shown in
purple).

Table 12: Administrator and regulator roles
Policy

Application
Assessing licence applications against the
required standards:

Licensing

Standards

Setting the licence requirements

Setting the technical standards—
such as input on the Plumbing
Code of Australia



Assess licences



Issue licences



Conduct / disciplinary functions

Monitoring and auditing performance against
the technical standards

In the options outlined below, the activities in each quadrant do not change; however, the
responsible agency and the agency that employs staff performing the roles varies among the
options.

3.3.1 Options for assessment
Change B involves a restructuring of administrator and regulatory roles for plumbing. Six
options, including maintaining the status quo, were considered for assessment. The options,
which are described in full in the subsequent sections, are as follows:

23

Option 1 is the status quo.
ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, Section 4.6, p. 60.
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Option 2 adopts a more streamlined role for the Plumbers Licensing Board, in which the
board is responsible only for the licensing of plumbers. The role of the ‘technical regulator’
(enforcing compliance with technical standards) is the responsibility of the Building
Commissioner, and Building Commission staff currently performing enforcement roles
continue to provide that support.



Option 3 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board completely. It is similar to Option 2, but
the current Building Services Board has its representation and role expanded to include
plumbing. A plumbing representative is added to the Building Services Board.



Option 4 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board and moves day-to-day plumbing issues
(covering both compliance and enforcement activities and the licensing administration) to
a Technical Regulator that covers the plumbing, gas and electrical industries. 24



Option 5 creates a new Plumbing Commissioner position and a plumbing directorate
within the Building Commission. The Plumbing Commissioner could be the same person as
the Building Commissioner.



Option 6 creates a Plumbing Technical Regulator who is supported by an Office of the
Plumbing Technical Regulator and the Plumbing Technical Registration Board (which
replaces the Plumbers Licensing Board). Unlike in Option 4, this group is completely
removed from the Building Commission.

Option 1: Status quo
The current delineation of roles is as follows:


Licensing policy. Through legislation, the licensing authority sets the criteria and
standards, including for how to apply and assess applications. The Building Commission
provides advice to the minister. The Plumbers Licensing Board can only advise the minister
through the Building Commission.



Licensing administrator—Plumbers Licensing Board. The board receives applications and
provides plumbing licences on the basis of the criteria set out in the legislation.



Technical regulator—Plumbers Licensing Board. The Building Commission provides
technical staff to support the Plumbers Licensing Board to ensure compliance. The
technical standards are set by the minister on the advice of the Building Commission
Policy

Application

Licensing

Minister (on advice from Building
Commission)

Plumbers Licensing Board (using
Building Commission staff)

Standards

Minister (on advice from Building
Commission

Plumbers Licensing Board (using
Building Commission staff)

Option 2: A more streamlined role for the Plumbers Licensing Board
Option 2 reduces the role played by the Plumbers Licensing Board. Under this option, it is
responsible only for the licensing of plumbers (both for assessing and for issuing the licences)
24

Under this option, it is envisaged that the role of the energy safety regulator (currently EnergySafety that sits
within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety) could be expanded to encompass plumbing.
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and for deciding on conduct and disciplinary issues. The role of ‘technical regulator’ (enforcing
compliance with the technical standards set by the minister) goes to the Building
Commissioner, supported by Building Commission staff. ACIL Allen noted that this option could
include a revised membership of the Plumbers Licensing Board.
Policy

Application

Licensing

Minister (on advice from
Building Commission)

Plumbers Licensing Board (using
Building Commission staff)

Standards

Minister (on advice from
Building Commission)

Building Commissioner (using
Building Commission staff)

Option 3: No Plumbers Licensing Board
Option 3 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board completely. It is similar to Option 2, but the
current Building Services Board has its representation and role expanded to include plumbing.
A plumbing representative is added to the Building Services board.
Policy

Application

Licensing

Minister (on advice from
Building Commission)

Building Services Board
(expanded to include a
plumbing representative)

Standards

Minister (on advice from
Building Commission)

Building Commissioner (using
Building Commission staff)

Option 4: Align plumbing regulation with EnergySafety
Option 4 disbands the Plumbers Licensing Board and moves day-to-day plumbing licensing and
compliance and enforcement activities to a Technical Regulator. The Technical Regulator
would cover the plumbing, gas and electrical industries.
We understand from the Building Commission that approximately 98% of plumbers are
gasfitters and that Western Australia is the only state that licenses them separately.
Under this option, it is envisaged that the role of the energy safety regulator (currently
EnergySafety that sits within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety) could
be expanded to encompass plumbing. In this report we refer to the “Technical Regulator”
under option 4 as this expanded role – that includes plumbing in addition to existing gas and
electrical industry roles.
The minister remains the legislative authority responsible for the licensing criteria and the
setting of the technical standards. However, the Technical Regulator is responsible for the dayto-day administration of the licensing requirements. While there is no board the Gas Licensing
Committee (within the current EnergySafety) could be expanded to include coverage of
plumbers licensing.
The role of enforcing compliance with the technical standards is filled by plumbing compliance
officers transferred from the Building Commission to the Technical Regulator.
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Policy

Application
Technical Regulator or Gas
Licensing Committee:

Licensing

Standards

Minister (on advice from the
Technical Regulator)

Minister (on advice from the
Technical Regulator)



Assess licences



Issue licences



Conduct / disciplinary
functions

Technical Regulator (using
specialist plumbing compliance
officers)

Option 5: Create a single-trade plumbing regulator under the direction and control of a
Plumbing Commissioner within the Building Commission
Option 5 creates a new Plumbing Commissioner position and a plumbing directorate within
the Building Commission. The Plumbing Commissioner could be the same person as the
Building Commissioner.
The plumbing directorate provides advice and support to the Plumbing Commissioner. The
minister remains the licensing authority, but is advised by the Plumbing Commissioner and
plumbing directorate rather than the Building Commission.
The role of the Building Services Board could be expanded to also cover the licensing of
plumbers by including one or more plumbing representatives, or a revamped Plumbers
Licensing Board could remain.
The role of technical regulator is allocated to the Plumbing Commissioner, who is supported in
that role by plumbing compliance officers.
Policy

Application
Building Services Board or
Plumbers Licensing Board:

Licensing

Standards

Minister (on advice from
Plumbing Commissioner)

Minister (on advice from
Plumbing Commissioner)



Assess licences



Issue licences



Conduct / disciplinary
functions

Plumbing Commissioner
supported by plumbing
compliance officers

Option 6: A Plumbing Technical Regulator and a Plumbing Technical Registration Board
supported by an Office of the Plumbing Technical Regulator
Option 6 is the preferred option of industry representatives and has the support of the
Plumbers Licensing Board. This model is completely different from those used in other states
and territories. Under this option, a Plumbing Technical Regulator is created and is supported
by an Office of the Plumbing Technical Regulator and a Plumbing Technical Registration Board.
Unlike in option 4, this group is completely removed from the Building Commission.
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The minister remains the legislative authority but is supported by a separate regulator and
office that report directly to the minister.
Policy

Application

Licensing

Minister (on advice from
Plumbing Technical Regulator)

Plumbing Technical Registration
Board

Standards

Minister on advice (from
Plumbing Technical Regulator)

Plumbing Technical Regulator
(on advice from Office of the
Plumbing Technical Regulator)

3.3.2 Analysis of options
The primary evaluation method used for Change B was an assessment against a range of
criteria developed from published principles and guidance. In this case, the criteria against
which options were assessed drew from best practice governance principles.
The costs associated with implementing each option were not considered at this point. Rather,
the assessment was of whether one or more of the options should be further considered in
greater detail with a view to implementation on the basis that the principles of the approach
are both valid and sound, based on the assessment criteria.
Evaluation criteria
Marsden Jacob assessed the options against a range of governance criteria. Suggested criteria
are set out in Table 13.
Table 13: Governance criteria used to assess Change B
Criteria

Description

Clarity of role and
purpose

Does each group in this structure have a clear scope and objective for its
role?
Does this structure support or conflict with the industry’s objectives?

Authority and decisionmaking

Does the structure support or impede the organisation’s authority to
deliver on the industry’s objectives?

Accountability

Do responsibilities and accountabilities align?

Efficiency

Does the structure support the best use of resources to further the aims of
the industry, with a commitment to improvement?

Transparency

Under this structure:

Durability



Is there procedural and operational transparency?



How is reporting undertaken?



How is stakeholder communication undertaken? Does the information
dissemination enable stakeholders to access and understand
processes?

Is the model durable to changes in the economic, industrial and political
environments?

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis.
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Assessment against criteria
For Change B, the principles-based approach to assessment considered each reform option
against a range of governance criteria and used a traffic light system to highlight areas of
relative strength (●), potential improvement (●) and weakness (●) (Table 14). The findings in
relation to each of the assessment criteria are discussed below.
Table 14: Assessment of reform options for Change B against best practice governance criteria
Key:  = Relative weakness of option  = Potential for improvement  = Relative strength of option
Model

Options
1

2

3

4

5

6

Clarity of role and purpose













Authority and decision-making













Accountability













Efficiency













Transparency













Durability













Clarity of role and purpose
The assessment against the clarity of role and purpose criterion answered the questions:


Does each group in the structure have a clear scope and objective for its role?



Does this structure support or conflict with the industry’s objectives?

Options 2 and 3 were assessed as strong, as they minimise and consolidate the number of
agencies currently undertaking roles. In particular, there is greater clarity on the role and
jurisdiction of Building Commission staff performing compliance activities under these two
options compared to the alternatives.
Under both the status quo (Option 1) and the alternative options, the position of the Plumbers
Licensing Board as the authority responsible for compliance activities, but with no staff or
personnel assigned to activities, introduces a potential lack of clarity on the roles and the
purposes of agencies in the plumbing industry.
Option 5 was assessed as having the least clarity of roles and purposes on the basis that it
introduces a further delineation of roles and potential reporting lines through the
establishment of the Plumbing Commissioner role (even if that role is filled by the Building
Commissioner).
Authority and decision-making
The authority and decision-making criterion addressed the questions:


Is there a single point of accountability for each role?



Does each person or body have a clear role and line of authority?

A third, broader question was then:
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Does the structure support or impede the organisation’s authority to deliver on the
industry’s objectives?

The role of the current Plumbers Licensing Board and its reporting structure are unclear. Each
of the reform options (options 2 to 6) has clearer roles, as the allocation of tasks has been
considered from ‘scratch’.
Accountability
Accountability is considered to be strong where responsibilities and accountabilities align. This
criterion considers the question:


Do responsibilities and accountabilities align?

Based on initial discussions, it appears that options 2, 5 and 6 have the best alignment of
responsibilities and accountabilities.
Efficiency
The efficiency criterion considered the activities needed to be undertaken and the available
resourcing for those activities. The criterion addressed the question:


Does the structure support the best use of resources to further the aims of the industry,
with a commitment to improvement?

Options 2, 3 and 4 were assessed as enabling a relatively efficient use of resources to fulfil the
industry’s aims. In contrast, options 5 and 6 appeared to be relatively expensive ways to
achieve the desired outcome.
Transparency
Questions considered for the transparency criterion included:


Is there procedural and operational transparency?



How is stakeholder communication undertaken? Does the information dissemination
enable stakeholders to access and understand processes?

Transparency is likely to be highest under options 4, 5 and 6. For each of those options, the
extent of reform changes will enable agencies to refocus and tighten reporting, stakeholder
communications and operational processes.
In contrast, option 4 may result in plumbing being only a small element of the role performed
by Technical Regulator. It may be difficult for it to overcome a perception that the voice of
plumbers is relatively small and unimportant. This may result in a high level of operational and
procedural transparency, but poor stakeholder communication.
Durability
The durability criterion considered the ability for the model to remain relevant and
accommodate changes in the economic, industrial and political environments.
We considered the durability of options 2, 3 and 4 to be higher than that of options 1, 5 and 6.
A potential concern with options 5 and 6 is the interaction between the regulatory bodies and
overlying standards, such as the Plumbing Code of Australia.
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3.3.3 Recommendations and other findings
Based on our analysis, Option 2 (a streamlined role for the Plumbers Licensing Board) is the
most favourable, as it had the highest number of criteria assessed as green. Subject to
feedback through consultation, we recommend that Option 2 be further developed and
implemented.
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3.4 Change C: Broaden the scope of regulated plumbing
legislation
The current scope for regulated plumbing work is set out in section 59I of the Plumbing Act
and defined in Regulation 4 of the Plumbers Regulations. The scope currently covers three
main areas:
1. Water supply plumbing work is limited to the supply of potable water from a meter
assembly to the points of use within any property.
2. Sanitary plumbing work covers works to carry wastewater or other waste but does not
include drainage plumbing work.
3. Drainage plumbing work is work on underground pipes and other fittings used or
intended to be used for the carrying of wastewater to a sewer or wastewater or other
waste to an apparatus for the treatment of sewage.
Work that is plumbing related but that is not included in the above definition is, as a result of
the drafting of section 9(1), not required to be performed by a plumber. 25
In its 2013 review, ACIL Allen noted that the definition in Regulation 4 excludes several
categories of work that are within the commonly accepted definition of plumbing, 26 and that
the reference to ‘a meter assembly’ causes particular concern because it effectively excludes
coverage of unmetered drinking water.
The current definition in the Western Australian legislation means that two key areas (that do
fall within the Plumbing Code of Australia) are excluded from plumbing regulation. This means
that this plumbing work is unregulated, which can increase risks to the public and others. The
two areas are:


non-drinking-water services (as outlined in Part B3 of the Plumbing Code of Australia)



unmetered drinking water.

Non-drinking-water services
Non-drinking water is water that is not intended for human consumption, personal hygiene,
food preparation or utensil washing. Non-drinking-water systems therefore tend to provide
water that can be of lower quality than drinking water but is still suitable for its intended
purpose, such as garden watering; toilet and urinal flushing; clothes washing; vehicle washing;
path/wall washing; and industrial purposes. 27
Non-drinking-water sources include groundwater, rainwater, stormwater, wastewater and
greywater. The Department of Water’s Guideline for the approval of non-drinking water
systems in Western Australia defines typical non-drinking-water systems as including:
25

Some work has been exempted in the regulations and may be carried out by non-plumbers. However, the
exemptions are currently largely limited to work performed by water service providers (and therefore covered
in alternative legislation), work done by apprentices and work in remote Aboriginal communities.

26

Such as mechanical services plumbing (heating, ventilation and air-conditioning), fire services plumbing,
stormwater plumbing, roof plumbing, and urban irrigation. See ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of Plumbing
Regulations in WA, p. 15.

27

Under Part B3.3 of the Plumbing Code of Australia, the distribution of non-drinking water is limited to this list
of uses as well as any other use authorised by the authority having jurisdiction.
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third-pipe or dual-reticulation schemes



on-site options such as greywater re-use systems, rainwater tanks, domestic garden bores
and aerobic wastewater systems. 28

Part B3 of the Plumbing Code of Australia sets out the requirements for the design,
construction, installation, replacement, repair, alteration and maintenance of any part of a
non-drinking-water service on a property from the point of connection to the points of
discharge.
Unmetered drinking-water systems
Unmetered drinking-water systems are generally found outside of the water service provider
supply regions, such as in remote areas of Western Australia, where potable water supplies are
not otherwise readily available or accessible. Unmetered water supply systems in Western
Australia include:


self-supplied systems (such as rainwater tanks) used within buildings



systems in smaller towns, remote mining towns (such as Tom Price) and Indigenous
settlements



systems in temporary mining camps (such as FIFO operations)



systems on private farms



systems at recreation facilities (for example, some roadhouses and caravan parks selfsupply their own drinking water).

We note that not all unmetered water systems of these types are intended to supply drinking
water. This reform is limited to systems producing drinking water that is primarily intended for
human consumption but which also has other domestic uses and that are connected to a
house or building.
In making recommendations, ACIL Allen noted:
Under the current WA regulatory definition of plumbing, water supply work on
unmetered systems is not subject to the regulatory regime, though drainage and
sanitary work in those places is subject to the regime. 29
ACIL Allen quoted the Institute of Plumbing Australia’s explanation of the continued exclusion
of unmetered systems as being an outcome of the reference to a meter assembly being:
… left over from when water service providers regulated plumbing through their
bylaws simply to protect the provider’s infrastructure and has no place in the
modern regulations. 30

28

Department of Water, Guideline for the approval of non-drinking water systems in Western Australia: urban
developments, Government of Western Australia, December 2013, online.

29

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 15

30

Submission of Institute of Plumbing Australia, 19 July 2013, p. 5, as quoted in ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of
plumbing regulations in WA, p. 15.
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3.4.1 Options for assessment
Two reform options were considered for each of the two changes—to non-drinking-water
services and to unmetered drinking-water, respectively—to broaden the scope of plumbing
work. The options assessed are:


Base case: No change. Work related to non-drinking-water services or unmetered drinking
water remains unregulated and work is not required to be performed by a licensed
plumber.



Option 1: Require work to be performed by a licensed plumber.

Under Option 1, coverage focuses on the inclusion of property types for which a third-party
risk of harm or contamination is greatest. Coverage will be limited to ensure that it reduces
risks while not imposing an unnecessary burden on stakeholders.
Under this option, coverage of unmetered drinking water is extended to buildings that may be
used by third parties (other than the owner), such as employees or members of the public. For
this reason, it is intended to align the scope of section 70 of the Building Act 2011 (and other
sections with similar drafting within that Act). The Building Act sections are as follows:
… apply to a building or an incidental structure …
(a) that is, or is proposed to be, a residential facility or a recreational facility;
or
(b) that members of the public normally use; or
(c) to which members of the public are permitted access.

3.4.2 Threshold analysis
In assessing the proposed reforms, we were able to estimate the change in costs; however, it
was not possible to accurately predict the resulting change in levels of injury and illness. To
assess the possible reforms to broaden the scope of plumbing work in the legislation, we used
a threshold analysis.
The costs associated with the two proposed changes to the scope of plumbing legislation were
modelled individually to:


include non-drinking-water services



include unmetered drinking-water systems.

We then identified the quantum of benefits that would be necessary to outweigh the cost
impacts.
Non-drinking-water services
For the threshold analysis, we modelled the impacts for two types of non-drinking-water
services:


recycled or greywater systems



rainwater tanks.

Our modelling also focused only on quantifying the costs where the risks of incidents affecting
human health would be highest; that is, where the systems are connected to the dwelling and
therefore the risk of cross-connections is higher. We acknowledge that the reform would
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extend beyond greywater systems and rainwater tanks to include bore water and water from
rivers or dams. However, those systems appear to be less common, and reliable data is not
readily available.
Key assumptions used in modelling the cost impacts of this change are outlined in Table 15.
Table 15: Key assumptions for cost impact modelling—greywater systems and rainwater tanks
Input

Assumption

Comment

General assumptions
Number of Western Australian
dwellings (Year 0)

1,070,962

2016 Census (see Section 3.1)

Growth rate of Western Australian
dwellings (per annum)

1.7%

Based on historical growth (see
Section 3.1)

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (base case)

63.8%

Based on data from Table 11,
Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS), Environmental issues: water
use and conservation, March 2013
(released October 2013)

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (Option 1)

95%

Transition period

2 years

Period over which compliance rate
changes under Option 1 following
implementation of the reform

117,840

Table 2, ABS, Environmental issues:
water use and conservation, March
2013

Recycled or greywater systems
Number of recycled or greywater
systems
Growth rate in recycled or greywater
systems

1.7%

In line with growth in dwellings

Time required for plumbing (per
dwelling per annum)

3.5 hours

Time for installation is around
5 hours of labour, 3 hours of
maintenance required per year (on
average). Total estimated hours are
averaged over an assumed 10-year
life of the system.

Average plumbing costs

$4332.50

A domestic plumbing rate is
assumed

Time required for a non-plumber (per
dwelling per annum)
Non-plumber cost

As per plumber hours
+ 20% to reflect
learning and rework
$318.50

A non-plumbing professional rate is
assumed ($70 per hour)

47,688

Table 2, ABS, Environmental issues:
water use and conservation, March
2013

Rainwater tanks
Number of rainwater tanks plumbed
into the house
Growth rate in rainwater tanks

1.7%
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Input

Assumption

Comment

Time required for plumbing (per
dwelling per annum) (Option 1)

3.3 hours

Time for installation is around 3
hours of labour. A further 3 hours
per year (on average) of
maintenance by a plumber is
a
required. Total estimated hours
are averaged over an assumed 10year life of the rainwater tank.

Average plumbing costs (Option 1)

$259.00

A domestic plumbing rate is
assumed

Time required for a non-plumber (per
dwelling per annum)
Non-plumber cost
a

As per plumber hours
+ 20% to reflect
learning and rework
$245.00

A non-plumbing professional rate is
assumed ($70 per hour)

Hours for maintenance activities such as clearing drainpipes are not included in this estimate, as those activities
are assumed to be undertaken by unqualified people regardless of the plumbing scope coverage.

The changes in costs under the base case and the reform option are shown for recycled and
greywater systems in Figure 4 and for rainwater tanks in Figure 5.
The charts each show the change in plumbing-related costs as dwellings with these systems
transition from non-plumbing costs (where work is done by a non-plumbing professional, such
as a general tradesperson) to plumbing costs (where work is done by a qualified plumber).
Over the transition period, the net plumbing costs increase and the net non-plumbing costs
decrease.
Overall, there is a net increase in the total costs (shown as the dashed line labelled ‘net change
in plumbing and non-plumbing costs’), as the plumbing rate is higher than the non-plumbing
professional rate. The higher plumbing rate outweighs the higher number of hours needed
when a non-plumbing professional does the work.
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Figure 4: Change in plumbing and non-plumbing costs, recycled and greywater systems, 2017 to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Figure 5: Change in plumbing and non-plumbing costs, rainwater tanks, 2017 to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

In addition to the changes in plumbing costs, it is expected that government costs will increase
to reflect new compliance and enforcement activities.
Table 16 summarises the changes in all cost impacts, including additional government costs.
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We estimate that the reform to broaden the scope of regulatory plumbing work to cover nondrinking-water systems, as expressed by modelling for recycled and greywater systems, would
result in $102 million of additional costs over the 20-year period.
Table 16: Net cost impacts and threshold analysis, greywater systems and rainwater tanks ($2017,
millions)
Present value, $
million
Change in costs (present value)
Increase in plumbing costs

-$201.61

Reduction in non-plumbing costs

$156.49

Additional government costs

-$0.78

Total net costs / avoided incident costs (i.e. benefits) required to justify
changed costs

-$45.89

The additional costs are expected to result in a number of benefits, the vast majority of which
are related to health and safety risk mitigation.
For non-drinking-water services, the avoided health risks are primarily expected to be reduced
risk of diseases arising from the contamination of potable water services and reduced disease
and disability as a result of metallic or other chemical contamination from plumbing
infrastructure.
Anecdotal evidence from stakeholder discussions suggests that the number of crossconnection incidents in Western Australia might be around one per year. Of the incidents that
have occurred over the past 4–5 years, three have involved garden bores being connected to
mains water reticulation systems and another was a fire service that had also been connected
to a mains water reticulation system. Table 17 shows that, using the statistical value of a life, a
total of 10.5 lives would need to be saved over the 20-year period. This equates to one life
every two years.
Table 17: Threshold number of deaths that need to be avoided to justify the reform
Number of deaths that need to be avoided to justify expenditure
Total deaths (over 20-year period) that need to be avoided

10.5

Average deaths per year that need to be avoided

0.52

Unmetered drinking-water systems
For the threshold analysis, we modelled the impacts for two types of unmetered drinkingwater systems:


systems in mining towns, at mine sites and at remote infrastructure projects (referred as
to as ‘remote mining and infrastructure sites’)



remote parks and recreation facilities, such as tourist sites and remote homesteads that
have public access (referred to as ‘remote recreation facilities’).

The risks to human health from inadequate plumbing work on unmetered drinking-water
systems are the same as those in metered systems. However, our modelling focused primarily
on locations where the risks would present to the public and to workers employed at remote
sites.
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We note that homesteads and remote farms that are mainly family run are also likely to be
captured in this change. However, for those sites we consider that there is a strong personal
incentive for the owners to perform plumbing work to a high standard, and plumbers may
already be used at those sites for that reason. The impact on such sites was not modelled.
Key assumptions used in modelling the cost impacts of this change are outlined in Table 15.
Table 18: Key assumptions for cost impact modelling—greywater systems and rainwater tanks
Input

Assumption

Comment

General assumptions
Number of Western Australian
dwellings (Year 0)

1,070,962

2016 Census (see Section 3.1)

Proportion of dwellings connected to
mains water (the remainder is
assumed to be affected by the reform)

96%

Table 4, ABS, Household choices
related to water and energy, cat.
no. 4656.5, October 2009

Average number of hours of plumbing
work per dwelling

5.9 hours

Average based on the number of
dwellings and number of hours
worked by licensed plumbing
contractors in Western Australia.

Time required for a non-plumber (per
dwelling per annum)

As per plumber hours
+ 40% to reflect
rework

Remote mining and infrastructure
sites
Number of dwellings on remote sites
affected

30,000

There are approximately 60,000
a
FIFO workers in Western Australia,
and we assume that each dwelling
is shared between two workers (on
a rostered basis)

Growth in remote dwellings

1.7%

Western Australian average
population growth over the period
from 2011 to 2016

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (base case)

95%

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (Option 1)

99%

Remote recreation facilitates
Number of dwellings on remote
recreational facilities

15,000

Growth in remote recreation facilitates

1.7%

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (base case)

80%

Proportion of dwellings using a
plumber (Option 1)

95%
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a

Parliament of Western Australia, The impact of FIFO work practices on mental health: final report, prepared by
the Education and Health Standing Committee for the Legislative Assembly, report no. 5, June 2015, p. 5.

We note the following:


A commercial plumbing rate + 30% regional premium was used for work performed by a
plumber.



A non-plumbing professional rate (of $70 per hour + 30% regional premium) was used for
work that is not undertaken by a plumber.



The transition period was assumed to be slower for recreational facilities (5 years)
compared to remote infrastructure sites (3 years). The transition period is the period over
which the rate of plumber use changes from the base case rate to the rate assumed to be
reached under Option 1.



We assumed that the current rates at which plumbers are engaged at remote
infrastructure sites are higher than the rates for remote recreational sites (95% compared
to 80%). This reflects the fact that many of the remote infrastructure projects already have
plumbers engaged for various project requirements and are therefore likely to be able to
access the necessary professionals more readily (even if this is not strictly required).

The change in costs under the base case and reform option are shown for recycled and
greywater systems in Figure 4 and for rainwater tanks in Figure 5.
The charts show the change in plumbing-related costs as dwellings with these systems
transition from non-plumbing costs (where work is undertaken by a non-plumbing professional
such as a general tradesperson) to plumbing costs (where work is undertaken by a qualified
plumber). Over the transition period, the net plumbing costs increase and the net nonplumbing costs decrease.
Overall, there is a net increase in the total costs (shown as the dashed line labelled ‘Net change
in plumbing and non-plumbing costs), as the plumbing rate is higher than the non-plumbing
professional rate. The higher rate outweighs the higher number of hours required when a nonplumbing professional does the work.
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Figure 6: Change in plumbing and non-plumbing costs—remote mining and infrastructure sites, 2017
to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Figure 7: Change in plumbing and non-plumbing costs—remote recreation facilities, 2017 to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

In addition to the changes in plumbing costs, it is expected that government costs will increase
to reflect new compliance and enforcement activities.
Table 19 summarises the changes in all cost impacts, including additional government costs.
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We estimate that the reform to broaden the scope of regulatory plumbing work to cover
unmetered drinking-water systems as expressed by modelling of changes for remote mining
and infrastructure sites and remote recreation facilities would result in small benefit of
$1.63 million.
Table 19: Net cost impacts and threshold analysis, remote mining and infrastructure sites and remote
recreation facilities ($2017, millions)
Present value, $
million
Increase in plumbing costs

-$27.08

Reduction in non-plumbing costs

$29.49

Additional government costs

-$0.78

Total net costs / avoided incident costs (i.e. benefits) required to justify
changed costs

$1.63

Any additional costs are expected to result in a number of benefits—the vast majority of which
are related to health and safety risk mitigation.
For unmetered drinking-water services, the avoided health risks are expected to be delivered
as reduced risks of the same types of incidents that arise in metered drinking-water systems.
Those risks were identified by the Plumbers Licensing Board in its submission to ACIL Allen’s
review (quoted in section 103.1) and include:


waterborne and airborne diseases associated with sewage



diseases arising from the contamination of potable water services



disease and disability as a result of metallic or other chemical contamination from
plumbing infrastructure



scalding from poorly controlled heated water



injury or property damage arising from the failure of plumbing equipment or systems, as in
the explosion of a hot water system, the failure of an emergency shower to perform when
needed or the failure of a water service in a structure fire.

A threshold analysis has not been presented as the quantitative analysis results in a net
benefit.

3.4.3 Recommendations and other findings
Consistent with our analysis of Change C, we summarise our recommendations in relation to
the broadening the scope of regulated plumbing legislation for non-drinking water services
and unmetered drinking water services in separate sections as follows.
Non-drinking-water services
Cost modelling of changes to include non-drinking-water services focused on the impacts from
coverage of recycled and greywater systems and rainwater tanks.
We estimate that the change would result in net additional costs of $45.89 million ($2017,
present value). Translated into statistical lives, the reform would need to save approximately
0.52 lives (or avoid equivalent illness) per annum to justify this cost.
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The number of deaths and illness reported from incidents relating to non-drinking water
services is currently low and may not justify the reform. However, the use of third pipes is
becoming more common. It is expected that increasing popularity of third pipe scheme options
will mean the number of services will increase and as a consequent the number of incidents
will also rise.
In making our recommendation we have also given consideration to:


The current lack of regulatory clarity around third pipe schemes – There is some anecdotal
evidence to suggest that projects have been modified as a result of the lack of regulatory
control and that while responsibilities (and therefore liabilities) around these schemes
remain unclear, innovation in this space will be less well adopted in Westenra Australia
compared to other states.



A desire to align the definition of plumbing work to definitions used in other states that
provide coverage of non-drinking water services. We note that this would achieve
requirements under the Inter-Governmental Agreement for the Australian Building Codes
Board 31.

For the above reasons, we recommended that the scope be broadened to include non-drinking
water services.
Unmetered drinking-water systems
Cost modelling of the impact of the change to include unmetered drinking-water services
focused on the impacts from coverage of two types of remote sites: mining towns and remote
infrastructure sites; and remote recreational facilities.
We estimate that the change would result in net benefit of $1.63 million ($2017, present
value). A threshold analysis on the number of statistical lives that need to be saved to justify
the reform has not been conducted on the basis that the reform already delivers benefits.
Additionally, we see no reason for unmetered and metered drinking water to be differently
from regulatory perspective where human health risks are concerned. Therefore, we
recommend the scope of plumbing be broadened to include unmetered drinking water
services.

3.5

Change D: Exempt simple plumbing work on own home

Regulation 9 in Part 3 (Licences and permits) of the Plumbing Regulations specifies that all
‘plumbing work’ requires a licence or permit: 32
A person must not carry out plumbing work of any kind or in any circumstances
except in accordance with a licence or permit that authorises the person to carry
out plumbing work of that kind or in those circumstances.
Penalty for this subregulation: a fine of $5 000.

31

An Agreement between the Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia, the States and the Territories to
continue in existence and provide for the operation of the Australian Building Codes Board, Recital C, Online

32

Clauses 9(2) and (3) provide exemptions for apprentices under supervision and for permitted work in remote
Aboriginal communities. It appears that all other plumbing work is not permitted.
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‘Plumbing work’ is defined in section 59I of the Plumbing Act, and that definition is expanded
upon in section 4 of the Plumbing Regulations.
The current definition covers all water supply work (except ‘exempt work’) that ‘involves the
installation, alteration, extension, disconnection, repair or maintenance of pipes and other
fittings used or intended to be used for the supply of potable water from a meter assembly to
the point of use within any property’. Similar definitions for sanitary plumbing work and
drainage plumbing work are also outlined in section 59, and those provisions cover all repair
and maintenance work on fittings and fixtures within property boundaries.
The current definition of plumbing work does not distinguish between types of work by
reference to the technical skill level required to perform the work adequately or to potential
risks to health and safety.
Therefore, the definition extends to include a number of minor, low-risk and relatively nontechnical plumbing maintenance tasks, such as changing showerheads and tap washers in
residential properties, that home owners might reasonably perform.
The cost of hiring a plumber for such minor maintenance activities is relatively high and
potentially unnecessary, given the low skill level needed for the tasks and the low risk to the
community from errors in such work.
While the Building Commission is not actively targeting this type of noncompliance, the
coverage of the legislation means that such activities as changing showerheads and tap
washers attract a penalty they are not done by a licensed plumber or plumbing permit holder.
The legislation is potentially imposing an unnecessary burden on home owners by requiring
them to hire a plumber for these minor tasks. In addition, retaining the legislation but not
enforcing it does not align with the principles of good regulation identified by the Taskforce on
Reducing Regulatory Burdens on Business. 33

3.5.1 Options for assessment
Two options considered for assessment were:


Base case: No change (with adequate enforcement).



Option 1: Exempt specified minor work performed by an owner-occupier of a dwelling in
that dwelling, including:
−

repairing or replacing a showerhead

−

replacing a washer in a tap

−

replacing an inlet or outlet washer in a toilet cistern

−

replacing a domestic water filter cartridge

−

clearing a blocked waste pipe by the use of a plunger, flexible hand rod or handheld
water hose only (that is, by non-mechanical and non-electrical means).

Under Option 1, owners and occupiers of dwellings are given a choice as to whether specified
work is done by a plumber, themselves or someone else (who is not paid).

33

Australian Government, Rethinking regulation: report of the Taskforce on Reducing Regulatory Burdens on
Business, 2006, online.
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Note that any work completed under the exemption is still required to be completed in
compliance with applicable technical plumbing standards.
Consistency with other Australian jurisdictions
If adopted, Option 1 will bring Western Australian legislation into line with comparable
exemptions for owner-occupier work in New South Wales and Victoria.
In New South Wales, section 4(5)(e) of the Plumbing and Drainage Act 2011 exempts some
owner/occupier work as follows:
(e) exempt owner/occupier work, being work that:
(i) involves repairing a tap or showerhead in a dwelling (other than a repair of a
thermostatic mixing valve, tempering valve or backflow prevention device) or
the installation of water-restricting or flow-regulating devices to tap end
fittings (including showerheads) in a dwelling, and
(ii) is carried out by the owner or occupier of the dwelling, or a person authorised
to carry out the work by the owner or occupier of the dwelling who does not
receive payment or other consideration for carrying out the work.
Note.
Work excluded from the definition of plumbing and drainage work still has to be done in accordance with any
other relevant legislation, for example the Home Building Act 1989.

In Victoria, section 221D(2) of the Building Act 2003 allows for some minor work to be done by
a person who is not licensed or registered:
221D Plumbing work only to be carried out by licensed or registered plumbers
(1) A person must not carry out any plumbing work of a particular class or type unless he
or she is licensed or registered by the Authority to carry out work of that class or type.
Penalty: 500 penalty units

(2) Despite subsection (1), a person who is not licensed or registered by the Authority may
(a) repair a tap in any dwelling that the person owns and occupies; and
(b) carry out any other plumbing work that the regulations state is plumbing work that
may be carried out by a person who is not licensed or registered.
(3) Subsection (2)(a) does not permit a person to repair any thermostatic mixing valve,
tempering valve or backflow prevention device.
Regulation 11 of the Plumbing Regulations 2008 extends this exemption:
11 Plumbing work that may be carried out by unlicensed or unregistered persons
(1) For the purposes of section 221D(2)(b) of the Act, the change over of a 3 star shower
head in a dwelling is plumbing work that may be carried out by a person who is not a
licensed or registered plumber.
(2) For the purposes of section 221D(2)(b) of the Act, the repair or replacement of tap
washers and other minor tap repairs in a dwelling is plumbing work that may be
carried out by a person who is not a licensed or registered plumber.
Note
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Under section 221D(2)(a) of the Act, a person is exempted from having to be licensed or registered as a plumber
when repairing a tap in a dwelling that the person owns and occupies. The above regulation extends this
exception to non-owners or non-occupiers of a dwelling.

3.5.2 Cost–benefit analysis
The CBA used for this assessment was based on the replacement of tap washers and
showerheads, as those activities are the ones most likely to be performed by owner-occupiers
under the reform.
The key input assumptions used in the CBA are summarised in Table 20. In addition, the CBA
made the following simplifying assumptions:


Washers have an estimated life of 10 years and require replacement at that interval. 34



Showerheads have an estimated life of 15 years and require replacement at that interval. 35



Plumbing labour cost estimates were based on a call-out fee and 15 minutes of labour at
the domestic plumbing services rate. Parts were assumed separately and not included in
the analysis, as they are needed in all scenarios.



Non-plumbing cost estimates (when an owner-occupier does the work) were valued at the
leisure time rate ($30 per hour), and the time taken for the work was assumed to be
longer than required for a plumber (45 minutes compared to 15 minutes for a plumber).
The modelling also assumed a ‘rework’ cost to reflect the need for some home owners to
remedy mistakes.



The proportion of owner-occupied dwellings is currently 68%, based on the 2016 Census
results, and ownership was assumed to remain constant at that rate.



Assumed growth in the number of dwellings in Western Australia was consistent with
assumptions used elsewhere in our modelling: 1.7% per annum, based on the growth in
housing stock between the 2011 and 2016 censuses.



The proportion of taps that are mixers and therefore do not require tap washers to be
replaced is on average around 40% over the period of the analysis.

As in other CBAs conducted for this report, we applied a real discount rate of 7% per annum
over a 20-year period.

34

Industry estimates indicate that replacement intervals for tap washers average 7–10 years for the most part.
However, taps can begin to leak after as little as 12 months due to the tap washer needing replacement. The
period depends on the quality of the water, tap usage and the type of washer used.

35

Industry estimates indicate replacement intervals for shower heads of 15–20 years. A number of stakeholders
commented that the level of calcium in the water and the size of the showerhead holes make a difference to
the replacement cycle: higher levels of calcium and smaller holes (common in some water-efficient
showerheads) require more frequent replacement.
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Table 20: General assumptions, Change D
Item

Unit

Value

Comment

Types of dwellings
Separate house

No. of dwellings

685,824

2016 Census

Semi-detached, row or terrace
house, townhouse etc.

No. of dwellings

122,562

2016 Census

Flat or apartment

No. of dwellings

49,086

2016 Census

Other dwelling

No. of dwellings

6,314

2016 Census

Average number of tap
washers by dwelling type
Separate house

No. per dwelling type

14

See note (a)

Semi-detached, row or terrace
house, townhouse etc.

No. per dwelling type

13

See note (a)

Flat or apartment

No. per dwelling type

8

See note (a)

Other dwelling

No. per dwelling type

8

See note (a)

a Each dwelling type was assumed to have at least one kitchen and bathroom; separate houses were assumed to
have an extra bathroom and two external area taps; flats or apartments and other dwellings were assumed to
have no external taps.

The true change in costs incurred by owner-occupiers requiring a plumber for minor plumbing
work is difficult to estimate because it relies on assumptions about the rate of compliance with
the current regulations and the costs of enforcing those regulations in the future.
For Change D, we were asked to consider a base case that reflects relatively high compliance
with the current regulations.
Based on anecdotal evidence, compliance under the base case (with enforcement) is likely to
be much higher than the current level of compliance (with little enforcement). Therefore,
modelled government costs were increased to reflect the additional resources needed to
achieve the higher level of compliance.
The assumed rate at which plumbers are currently engaged (that is, the compliance rate)
under the base case (with enforcement) and how that rate changes under Option 1 are
summarised in Table 21. The balance of the work was assumed to be performed by owneroccupiers. We also assumed that the same compliance rates apply for both tap washers and
showerheads.
Table 21: Compliance scenarios used in cost–benefit analysis, Change D

Proportion of minor plumbing
work undertaken by a plumber

Base case

Option 1

80%

20%

We used static assumptions of the rate at which plumbers are engaged, rather than varying
the rate over time.
The results of the analysis comparing the base case (with enforcement) to Option 1 are in
Table 22.
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Table 22: Present value of costs and benefits, Change D ($2017, real)
Present value, $ million
Tap washers
Change in plumbing costs

$322.19

Change in DIY costs

–$99.42

Net change in costs

$222.77

Showerheads
Change in plumbing costs

$63.29

Change in DIY costs

–$15.87

Net change in costs

$47.42

Change in government costs

–$3.40

Total net change in costs

$266.79

3.5.3 Affected stakeholders
The main impacts from Change D are to owner-occupiers, who have more choice and lower
costs, and to plumbers, who do less minor plumbing work.
Under the base case (with enforcement), the plumbing industry is expected to see a fall in the
amount of minor plumbing work, valued at around $385 million (across both showerheads and
tap washers), over the period of the study. This cost also represents a saving to owneroccupiers, who would net this saving off against increased DIY costs, which are estimated to be
increase by around $115 million (present value, $2017) over the 20-year period.
Health and safety impacts—particularly if the scope of the minor plumbing work is less well
defined—were raised as a point of discussion in a number of preliminary discussions with
stakeholders. For this change, Marsden Jacob has not sought to quantify or assess those risks
on the basis that:


the requirement to meet applicable technical standards will continue, even if the minor
plumbing work is not done by a plumber



limited information has been uncovered on incidents related to noncompliant tap washer
and showerhead replacements.

Government costs for compliance and enforcement activities are not expected to change with
the reform option; however, they are expected to fall compared to the base case (with
enforcement) because the additional enforcement is no longer required. The avoided
government costs are estimated to be just under $4 million (present value, over the 20-year
period) and account for assumed additional inspector labour costs under the base case with
enforcement.
As with other changes analysed in this report, media and communication costs for this change
will shared across the reform package and so are not itemised separately here.

3.5.4 Recommendations and other findings
The significant benefit results of the CBA for Change D are driven mainly by assumptions about
enforcement costs and compliance rates in the base case. Feedback from industry and our
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own experience suggest that the real compliance rates in the absence of changes to the
current enforcement regime, and therefore the impacts from the change, are likely to be
significantly less than those modelled.
We have not identified significant costs associated with Change D and have not found
evidence to suggest that there are or would be significant public health risks if owneroccupiers change tap washers and showerheads in their homes.
As long as the definition of plumbing work is tightly worded in the way outlined for Option 1,
we recommend that the reform option be adopted. Consistent with our recommendations in
relation to Change C for backflow prevention devices and thermostatic mixing valves, it would
be prudent to specify, as in the New South Wales and Victorian definitions, that the repair of
those devices is not considered minor plumbing work.

3.6 Change E: Impose a duty of care on owners of complex
sites
Some elements of plumbing systems need maintenance and regular testing to ensure that they
are working well. While provisions exist in water service provider legislation to ensure that
property owners maintain and regularly test systems, there is a gap in current plumbing
legislation coverage for plumbing within a property boundary (i.e. downstream from the
connection point).
Provisions requiring the adequate maintenance of plumbing services, installations and devices
for communal residential properties are loosely covered in the Building Regulations 2012.
Oversight and monitoring of devices do not appear to be well defined. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that risks from non-maintenance increase as devices age, in the absence of
monitoring and compliance.
ACIL Allen suggested that, if its interpretation of current definitions of fixtures and devices that
are beyond a meter is correct, backflow prevention devices are excluded from the regulatory
definition of plumbing. 36
Backflow prevention devices are one of two examples of elements of the plumbing system that
require maintenance and regular testing to ensure that they are working well, and also pose a
potential risk to individuals and the community if they are not maintained. The other example
identified by the Building Commission is thermostatic regulators (or thermostatic mixing
valves).
Both devices play an important role in preventing or minimising risk to human health and
wellbeing:


Backflow prevention devices, when maintained and working property, trap water that
begins to flow the wrong way, preventing potentially contaminated water from affecting
the quality and safety of the water supply.



Thermostatic mixing valves blend hot water with cold water to ensure constant, safe
shower and bath outlet temperatures to prevent scalding.

36

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 47.
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Backflow prevention devices
Containment backflow prevention devices are required to be installed at the property
boundary at the main water supply connection point. Individual and zone devices are installed
within property boundaries where backflow hazards are identified. This is common at sites
where there are multiple residential units within the site.
The Water Services Act 2012 and Water Services Regulations 2013 provide water service
providers with powers to obligate owners to install, test and maintain backflow devices.
However, the service provider’s focus is on boundary devices, leaving internal devices
unregulated.
Thermostatic mixing valves
Thermostatic mixing valves are used to regulate temperature and are installed where heated
water is distributed. The devices usually contain non-return valves, line strainers and a means
of isolating both cold and heated water inlets as an integral part of the device. This provides a
means of testing the thermal shutdown of the device. Thermal shutdown occurs if there is a
loss of cold water supply but the heated water is still available: the valve shuts off the supply
until the cold-water supply is reinstated. For this reason, thermostatic mixing valves are
commonly used in hospitals, schools and aged-care facilities. They are required to be tested
annually to ensure their correct operation. 37 Thermostatic mixing valves are ideally located as
close as possible to the outlet in order to maintain a higher water temperature in the system,
thereby reducing the risk of bacterial growth. 38
Where these devices fail or have not been replaced at the end of their lives, significant
temperature fluctuations and the delivery of scalding hot water can occur. For most people,
the consequences of a failure may be managed and harm minimised, but children, the elderly
and people with disabilities may be less able to avoid harm in the event of failure. As outlined
below, the technical standards recognise this risk, set limits on the temperature of water
delivered, and require the devices to be maintained and replaced at recommended intervals.

3.6.1 Options for assessment
Change E involves imposing a duty of care and requirements on owners of complex sites by
requiring owners of specific buildings to test and maintain plumbing safety devices. This
change is slightly different from the other changes assessed in this report, in that it considers
introducing requirements on stakeholders who are not plumbers or plumbing businesses.
The reform option was assessed for two example devices – backflow prevention devices and
thermostatic mixing valves. The options assessed were as follows:


Base case: No change.



Option 1: Introduce a head of power to impose a duty of care on owners of prescribed
properties to test and maintain backflow prevention devices and thermostatic mixing
valves. It is recognised that this power could also be applied to other devices.

Under Option 1, a duty of care is imposed on property owners and managers to ensure that
essential plumbing services, installations and devices, such as backflow prevention devices and
37

Australian Building Code Board, 2015, Plumbing Code development research report: warm water systems,
p. 21.

38

Australian Building Code Board, 2015, Plumbing Code development research report: warm water systems, p. 7.
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thermostatic mixing valves, are adequately maintained. They are required to undertake
maintenance as needed to ensure the safe operation of the devices, including keeping records
of maintenance and testing. The relevant regulatory authority has the power to request
evidence that maintenance and testing are being undertaken.
Similarly to Change C, reforms under Option 1 for Change E would be scoped to cover property
types where a risk of harm to third parties or contamination is greatest, but be limited to
ensure that the reform does not impose an unnecessary cost burden where risks are low.
For backflow prevention devices, prescribed properties will extend to buildings that may be
used by third parties (other than the owner), such as employees or members of the public.
Similarly to Change C, it is proposed to use a definition from the Building Act 2011 to define
coverage:
… apply to a building or an incidental structure …
(d) that is, or is proposed to be, a residential facility or a recreational facility;
or
(e) that members of the public normally use; or
(f) to which members of the public are permitted access.
For thermostatic mixing valves, prescribed properties will include aged-care facilities, healthcare facilities, childcare centres, schools and disability service residential facilities. The
proposed scope of coverage for thermostatic mixing valves is consistent with Section 1.9.2 of
AS/NZS 3500.4, which specifies the standards for delivery temperatures for sanitary fixtures
and therefore provides an appropriate reference scope for this. This standard sets
temperature limits with reference to a subset of more vulnerable groups in society:
All new heated water installations shall deliver heated water not exceeding
(a) 45°C at the outlet of sanitary fixtures used primarily for personal hygiene
purposes for the aged, the sick, children or people with disabilities in healthcare 39
and aged care buildings 40, early childhood centres, primary and secondary schools
and nursing homes or similar facilities for the aged, the sick, children or people
with disabilities; and
(b) 50°C at the outlet of sanitary fixtures used primarily for personal hygiene
purposes for all other situations.
The notes section of this standard provides the following explanation of the risk being covered:
Temperature limits are required to minimize the risk of scalding. At greatest risk
from scalding are children, the aged, the sick and people with disabilities,
particularly those in institutional care.

39

For Australia, ‘health-care building’ means a building whose occupants or patients undergoing medical
treatment generally need physical assistance to evacuate the building during an emergency. Such buildings
include public or private hospitals; nursing homes or similar facilities for sick or disabled people needing fulltime care; and clinics, day surgery or procedure units where the effects of the predominant treatment
administered involve patients becoming non-ambulatory and requiring supervised medical care on the
premises for some time after the treatment.

40

For Australia, ‘aged-care building’ means a building for the residential accommodation of aged people who,
due to varying degrees of incapacity associated with the ageing process, are provided with personal care
services and 24-hour staff assistance to evacuate the building during an emergency.
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Implementation of compliance monitoring
With the introduction of regulatory oversight for ongoing maintenance and testing, a number
of enforcement options can be considered. For backflow devices and thermostatic mixing
valves, they range from maintaining an active database and informing owners of when
maintenance or tests are required to the reactive use of powers, whereby proof may only be
required under audit situations or on request.
Whether the relevant authority monitors the new regulations actively or passively should
remain an open question. This allows an assessment of the risks compared to the regulatory
burden of setting up more comprehensive or proactive compliance systems.
Our CBA assumed a reactive, lower cost approach, in which proof of appropriate testing and
maintenance would be required only in audit situations or upon request by the relevant
regulatory authority.
We note that the effectiveness of penalties or infringements introduced to align with existing
compliance enforcement processes and the level of those penalties have not been analysed.
We assume that infringement notices and penalties that align within the current scope of the
Act would be implemented.

3.6.2 Alignment with other jurisdictions
Reform under Option 1 would bring Western Australian regulations into alignment with a
number of best practice regulations in other Australian jurisdictions.
Driven by a number of incidents in aged-care facilities, Queensland has the most stringent
testing and maintenance requirements for backflow prevention devices. In accordance with
section 117(2)(c) of the Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002 and sections 36 to 38 of the Standard
Plumbing and Drainage Regulation 2003, property owners are responsible for appropriate
installation and ongoing testing of backflow prevention devices. Local government has a role in
compliance and monitoring oversight under the relevant sections of the Act and regulations.
All backflow prevention devices are required to be registered with the local government; all
testable devices are to be tested regularly and the test results are to be forwarded to the
council.
The testing requirements for thermostatic mixing valves in all Australian jurisdictions were
recently summarised by the Australian Building Codes Board as part of its Plumbing Code
development research report; its findings are replicated in Table 23. While guidance or good
practice technical information is available in most states, only New South Wales appears to
have legislated the requirements. That legislation was based on Australian Building Code Board
research in 2015.
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Table 23: States’ and territories’ testing requirements for thermostatic mixing valves
State / territory

Testing requirements

Source

Australian Capital
Territory

No information found.

n.a.

New South Wales

The Public Health Act, the Public Health Regulation
2000 and the NSW Code of Practice for Thermostatic
Mixing Valves in Health Care Facilities, AS 4032.3 as
well as any manufacturers’ published instructions
shall be followed in regards to the system design,
installation, commissioning, operation, maintenance
/ service and site management of all warm water
and hot water supply systems.

Policy Directive.
Water—Requirements
for the provision of
cold and heated water,
February 2015

Northern Territory

No information found.

n.a.

Queensland

No information found.

n.a.

South Australia

Temperature controlling devices such as
thermostatic mixing valves or tempering valves
should be regularly serviced in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions and AS 4032 and, in any
case, at least every 12 months.

Guidelines for the
control of legionella,
2013

Tasmania

The owner of a warm water system that uses
thermostatic mixing devices must ensure that the
warm water system is maintained in accordance
with the requirements of AS/NZS 4032:1998.

Guidelines for the
control of legionella in
regulated systems,
2012

Victoria

It is a requirement of AS/NZS 3500.4 that
thermostatic mixing valves ‘be inspected periodically
to ensure proper operation’. The Victorian Building
Authority recommends that thermostatic mixing
valves are inspected and serviced annually in
accordance with AS 4032.3.

Technical solution
sheet 6.11, 2014

Western Australia

Temperature control devices require routine
maintenance and performance testing. Information
on maintenance can be found in AS 4032.2.

Technical note—Water
temperature, 2010

Source: Australian Building Codes Board, Plumbing Code development research report: warm water systems, 2015,
Table 4, page 30.

3.6.3 Threshold analysis
To assess the impacts of imposing a duty of care on owners of complex sites, the two
examples—backflow devices within a property boundary and thermostatic mixing devices at
prescribed sites—were modelled individually.
In each case, a threshold analysis was used to assess the quantum of benefits that would
justify the cost impacts.
Key assumptions underpinning the analysis of costs for each type of device are summarised in
Table 24. Key points to note are as follows:


The number of existing backflow prevention devices includes only backflow devices that
are testable in accordance with the plumbing standards (simple back-syphon and backpressure devices were not considered part of the scope).
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The number of testable backflow devices was estimated to be around 45,000, based on
discussions with stakeholders. The assumed number of new devices per year was also
derived from those conversations.



The number of thermostatic mixing valves in use was estimated based largely on the
number of hospital, aged-care and disability care beds in Western Australia. Recent
evidence from the Perth Royal Children’s Hospital indicates that there is close to a 1:1 ratio
of thermostatic mixing valves to hospital beds. We assumed that ratio is slightly lower for
aged-care and disability-care facilities and adjusted for small numbers of thermostatic
mixing valves that are installed in other properties, including schools, childcare centres and
disability hostel accommodation.



The growth in the number of thermostatic mixing valves was an industry-based estimate of
the number of new complex sites that will required thermostatic mixing valves to be
installed in future.



The current rate of compliance with testing regimes was derived from the Building
Commission’s records and investigations into similar compliance matters. We assumed
that compliance improves but remains just below 100% (at 98%) in the reform scenarios,
as a strict device-testing register (such as used by the Water Corporation for backflow
devices on property boundaries) is not envisioned.



We assumed that the commercial plumbing rate ($90 per hour) applies when devices are
tested and that testing takes on average 30 minutes per device.

Table 24: Key assumptions, Change E
Input

Assumption

Backflow prevention devices
Existing testable devices (as at 2016)

45,000

Number of new testable devices (per annum)

4,500

Testing frequency

Intervals not exceeding 12 months in
accordance with AS 2845.3-2010

Thermostatic mixing valves
Existing testable devices (as at 2016)

50,000

Number of new testable devices (per annum)

1,000

Testing frequency

Intervals not exceeding 12 months in
accordance with AS 4032.3-2004

In addition to the changes in plumbing costs, it is expected that government costs will increase
to reflect new compliance and enforcement activities.
Table 25 summarises the changes in all cost impacts, including additional government costs.
We estimate that the reform to impose a duty of care on owners of complex sites, as
expressed by modelling for changed to backflow prevention devices and thermostatic mixing
valves, will result in $39.86 million in additional costs.
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Table 25: Net cost impacts and threshold analysis, backflow prevention devices and thermostatic
mixing valves ($2017, millions)
Present value
($ million)
Change in costs—backflow prevention devices
Increase in compliance testing costs

–$34.68

Additional Government costs

–$0.78

Total net costs / avoided incident costs (i.e. benefits) required to justify
changed costs

–$35.45

Change in costs—thermostatic mixing valves
Increase in compliance testing costs

–$3.51

Additional government costs

–$0.90

Total net costs / avoided incident costs (i.e. benefits) required to justify
changed costs

–$4.41

The additional costs are expected to result in the delivery of a number of benefits, by far the
most of which are avoided risks to human health.
For backflow devices, the main avoided health risks are diseases arising from the
contamination of potable water services and disease and disability as a result of metallic or
other chemical contamination from plumbing infrastructure.
For thermostatic mixing valves, the primary avoided risks are scalding from poorly controlled
heated water and disease and disability as a result of metallic or other chemical contamination
from plumbing infrastructure.
Table 26: Threshold number of deaths that need to be avoided to justify the reform
Number of deaths that need to be avoided to justify
expenditure

Backflow
prevention devices

Thermostatic
mixing valves

Total deaths (over 20-year period)

8.08

1.00

Average deaths per year

0.40

0.05

3.6.4 Recommendations and other findings
It is not clear that the threshold for backflow prevention devices (0.4 lives per annum or one
life every 2.4 years) would be reached. Stakeholder feedback may help to determine whether
this reform should be implemented.
In contrast, it appears likely that requiring the maintenance and testing of thermostatic mixing
valves would save at least one life over the 20-year period (or 0.05 lives per annum).
Therefore, this reform should be implemented.
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3.7

Change F: Introduce a business licence

Under the Plumbing Regulations, requirements and obligations are linked to specified licences
and permits. Regulation 14 states:
14

Only natural persons can hold licence or permit
A licence or permit can only be held by a natural person.

Under the current regime, only individuals within a plumbing business who hold a licence to
authorise and oversee plumbing work (that is, plumbing contractor’s licence holders) are
captured by Regulation 14. While other types of companies and corporate structures exist in
the industry, they are omitted from the coverage of the legislation.
The current arrangements mean that that the liability for running a plumbing business rests
with the person in the business under whose contractor’s licence works are being completed.
If that licensed plumber leaves the business, the obligations and responsibilities for plumbing
works undertaken while they were at the business remain with the plumber, and not the
business.
The limitation on licences being held only by natural persons means that companies operating
plumbing businesses are not currently captured by the legislation. Issues that have been raised
in relation to this arrangement include the following:


There is a disconnection between the entity that the customer thinks they are hiring (and
have ongoing warranties with in relation to the work) and the ongoing responsibility and
warranty arrangement. This has the potential to cause confusion where problems arise
within the current six-year warranty period but after the responsible plumber becomes
unavailable (for example, moves interstate, retires, dies or otherwise leaves the industry
or business, without regard to ongoing obligations).



There is a potential misalignment of accountability and responsibility in which the
company or business structure has limited responsibility and the licensed plumber may be
held responsible for a significant portion of the business’s operations.



The potential size of plumbing businesses may be limited due to the need for an individual
to be fully accountable and responsible for a significant portion of business operations.

Compliance with the current requirements is likely to be relatively high; however, the current
requirements are likely to have driven a range of ‘workarounds’ in the industry that might not
be transparent, fair or efficient from a customer’s perspective.

3.7.1 Options for assessment
The two options considered were:
1. Base case: No change.
2. Option 1: Introduce a business licence for individuals, partnership and companies that
intend to trade as plumbers and require businesses holding that licence to have a
nominated licensed plumbing contractor as the plumbing practitioner to oversee
plumbing work.
The proposed reform will not change the obligation for a licensed plumbing contractor to be
responsible for the technical plumbing work being carried out by the business. However, it will
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allow other aspects of the business to be connected to a company, partnership or other
defined business structure.
The primary relationship in plumbing contracts can then be between the licensed business and
the customer, rather than between the particular licensed plumbing contractor performing the
work. ‘Make-good’ or other liabilities associated with substandard or faulty work would then
flow through to (and be retained by) the plumbing business. This relationship is more
transparent for the customer. Of course, this should be distinguished from the rights of the
company in relation to liabilities arising due to particular negligence on the part of the
plumber.

3.7.2 Alignment with other industries and jurisdictions
Alignment with other industries in Western Australia
Western Australia’s limiting of plumbing permits and licences to natural persons differs from
provisions applicable in the building and electricity industries in the state, but aligns with
arrangements for gasfitters.
The following provisions apply in the building industry:


Practitioner registration is for individuals. A person holding this licence is allowed to be the
nominated supervisor of a registered building contractor but may not provide building
services directly to another person.



Contractor registration is for individuals, partnerships and companies that intend to trade
as builders. This registration allows a business to provide services as a builder for work that
requires a building permit, has a value of $20,000 or more and is located within the area of
the Building Services Board’s jurisdiction.

Building companies are required to have a nominated licensed building contractor as the
building practitioner. Although that individual may not undertake all work, they are
responsible for the technical compliance of the work.
Electricians
The requirements for holding an electrical contractor’s licence in Western Australia are stated
in Regulation 36 of the Electricity (Licensing) Regulations 1991. 41
That regulation allows an electrical contractor’s licence to be issued to a sole trader, a firm
(partnership) or a body corporate (Australian private company, Australian public company,
other incorporated entity or other unincorporated entity). 42 Note that the regulations do not
provide for the issue of a licence to a trust (because a trust is not a legal entity).
The regulations also outline that an applicant, or a person in the employ of the applicant, must
hold a current Western Australian electrician’s licence. Electrical work can be done only by
licensed electricians, but the definitions ensure that electrical companies can be set up and are
covered under state legislation for this industry.

41

Electricity (Licensing) Regulations 1991, online.

42

Department of Commerce, Electrical contractor’s licence application, 9 November 2016, online.
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Gasfitters
There are more than 6,000 licensed gasfitters in Western Australia. Suitably qualified gasfitters
hold a permit, a certificate of competence or, in some cases, a gasfitting authorisation.
Authorisations are issued by EnergySafety to a person to do prescribed gasfitting work or
supervise other people performing that work. Similarly to the situation in plumbing,
authorisations are limited in their scope. The Gasfitting authorisation guidelines and
requirements prepared by EnergySafety state: ‘Gasfitting Authorisations are limited in their
scope, they are not issued to a company, they are issued to an individual who works for a
company.’ 43
Section 12 of the Gas Standards (Gasfitting and Consumer Gas Installations) Regulations 1999
limits the issuing of permits and authorisations to qualified applicants:
(1) The Director may issue a permit or an authorisation to an applicant to carry out the
gasfitting specified in the permit or authorisation if the Director is satisfied that the
applicant
(a) has adequate theoretical and practical knowledge and adequate skills, to
carry out the gasfitting;
(b) has an adequate knowledge of the Act and these regulations; and
(c) is otherwise a fit and proper person to carry out the gasfitting.
Alignment with other jurisdictions
The limits on plumbing licensing and permits in Western Australia also contrast with provisions
in other some other Australian states and the arrangements envisioned when a National
Occupational Licensing Scheme was being considered.
Table 27 summarises the arrangements in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.
Table 27: Requirements in New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria
State

Types of licence available

New South Wales

NSW Fair Trading licenses all builders and tradespeople who carry out work
in the residential building industry in New South Wales, including plumbers,
under the Home Building Act 1989:


Individuals, partnerships or corporations contracting to do residential
building work, where the labour and materials are worth more than
$1,000, or specialist work (irrespective of whether it is residential
building work), must hold a contractor licence under the Act.



Individuals must hold a contractor licence or must be an employee of a
partnership or corporation or a partner or officer of a partnership or
corporation that holds a contractor licence.

Where an individual is the employee, partner or officer of a partnership or
corporation that holds a contractor licence, and is not the holder of a licence
in his or her own capacity, then the individual must be supervised by
a
someone who is licensed.
South Australia

43

As well as a ‘natural person’, a body corporate can be licensed in South
Australia under section 9 of the Plumbers, Gas Fitters and Electricians Act

Department of Commerce, Gasfitting authorisation guidelines and requirements, prepared by EnergySafety,
November 2011, p. 5, online.
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State

Types of licence available
1995.

Victoria

In Victoria, licences to undertake plumbing work appear to be limited to
natural persons.
To do plumbing work in Victoria, you must be one of the following:


licensed by the VBA



registered by the VBA (or have provisional registration) and working
under the supervision of a licensed plumbing practitioner, OR



in training under the supervision of a licensed plumbing practitioner.

b

To be licensed to carry out a class of plumbing work, you must:


be eligible for registration in that class of plumbing, AND



undergo an examination of the competencies required to be licensed in
that class. To pass this exam, you may need to undertake training at a
registered training organisation.

You must also provide the VBA with a current Certificate of Currency as
c
evidence of your insurance cover.
a

Minter Ellison, ‘Building industry regulation: New South Wales’, Construction Law Made Easy, last updated
10 July 2014, online.

b

Victorian Building Authority, Plumbing registration and licences, last updated 5 May 2017, online.

c

Victorian Building Authority, Plumbing licence, last updated 2 June 2017, online.

National Occupational Licensing Scheme
Although the National Occupational Licensing Scheme was abandoned following a Council of
Australian Governments meeting on 13 December 2013, 44 the framework for licence types
envisioned for the scheme is a useful reference structure. The preferred option for plumbing
and gasfitting licensing in the Decision RIS included a ‘three tier’ approach. The tiers were:


Contractor



Licensed plumber



Licensed tradesperson.

Under this option, a contractor licence holder would be permitted to carry on a plumbing
business and, while they might be a licensed plumber, that was not necessary. That is, a
contractor could be a company or a natural person who is not a plumber. A licensed plumber
would be authorised to work without supervision but could not carry on a plumbing business
without a contractor’s licence, and a licensed tradesperson could work only under the
supervision of a licensed plumber.

3.7.3 Cost–benefit analysis
The introduction of a business licence is not expected to alter the number of any other
licences; however, a proportion of current and future plumbing contractor’s licence holders
are expected to take up business licences.

44

Council of Australian Governments, COAG meeting communiqué, 13 December 2013, online.
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The proportion of plumbing contractor’s licence holders who are actively running plumbing
businesses is estimated to be less than 50%. Of those, some are operating ‘one-man’ or very
small businesses (with three or fewer employees) and are unlikely to see advantages in taking
up the business licence. These small business would continue to operate with the existing
conditions, under which with all responsibilities (technical and financial) are linked to the
natural person who is the licensed plumbing contractor.
Medium-sized and large plumbing businesses and a number of building-type companies that
regularly engage plumbers are expected to take up the business licence.
The number of business licences that would be taken up is difficult to estimate. Statistics from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics indicate that there were approximately 2,845 plumbing
services businesses in Western Australia in June 2016. Of those:


1,674 were non-employing businesses



1,133 had between 1 and 19 employees



35 had between 20 and 199 employees



none had more than 200 employees. 45

For our modelling, we assumed that just over half of the plumbing services businesses
(approximately 600, which equates to around 15% of the number of plumbing contractor’s
licences currently on issue) will take up business licences.
We also assumed that the rate of growth in business licences will be about half the rate at
which plumbing contractor’s licenses are currently growing. Plumbing contractor’s licence
numbers have been growing at an average rate of 4.7% per annum over the past five years, so
the assumed rate of growth for business licences was 2.35%.
Table 28 summarises our assumptions on numbers of business licences and other key
assumptions used to model the impacts of the introduction of a business licence.
Figure 8 shows forecast changes in the number of business licences. There will be a steep
increase in the number of licences in the first year following the introduction of the reform and
steady growth thereafter.
Table 28 summarises our assumptions on numbers of business licences and other key
assumptions used to model the impacts of the introduction of a business licence.

45

Australian Bureau of Statistics, Counts of Australian businesses, including entries and exits, Jun 2012 to Jun
2016, ‘Table 1: Businesses by main state by industry class by employment size ranges, June 2015 to June 2016’,
data cube: Excel spreadsheet, cat. no. 8165.0, latest issue 21 February 2017.
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Figure 8: Modelled number of business licences, 2017 to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Table 28: Key assumptions, Change F
Input

Assumption

Comment

Number of licences
Number of business licences under
reform (Year 0)
Growth rate (per annum)

600

As outlined above.

2.35%

Half of the growth rate for plumbing
contractor’s licences

Application fee

$56.40

As per plumbing contractor’s licence

Renewal fees

$578.00

As per plumbing contractor’s licence

Fees

Application and renewal time costs
Value of time

$55

Licensed plumbing contractor labour rate

Time taken to apply (hours)

10

Applies to new applications only

Time take to renew (hours)

5

Every 3 years

In addition to the above assumptions, government costs are expected to increase to reflect the
processing times for this type of licence and general communications about the change. The
time taken to process applications is similar to that incurred by businesses in completing the
application process and would be conducted by existing Level 5 staff. Shared communications
costs were treated in the same manner as for other reforms in this report and are not itemised
separately for this change.
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No significant upfront costs are expected to be incurred by government in order to introduce
the business licence, as the current systems and processes for licensing are able to be modified
to cater for a business licence within current budget estimates.
The net present value costs of implementing the requirement are summarised in Table 29.
Table 29: Net present value of costs to industry, Change F ($2017, real)
Present value of
costs ($ million)

Average per entity
(per annum)

Costs incurred by licence holders

$1.85

–$226

Additional government costs

$0.61

–$64

Total costs

$2.46

–$289

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Impacts, by type of stakeholder
Impacts from Change F will be limited to those businesses that take up the new business
licence. Those businesses may include:


medium-sized and larger plumbing businesses



businesses that supervise plumbing (such as kitchen and bathroom specialists)



building companies.

These businesses will pay application and renewal fees as well as costs associated with the
time taken to complete applications and renewals (quantified in Table 29).
The potential beneficiaries of the change are the holders of the business licence (to the extent
that the business licence is a preferable arrangement for them), customers and the broader
industry. The nature of benefits depends on the manner in which licences are required and the
potential responsibilities that attach to the licences. One benefit of the reform could be to
address the three issues highlighted at the start of this section by:


resolving the disconnect between who the customer thinks they are hiring and who has
ongoing responsibility for the work



aligning accountability and responsibility between the business and the plumber
overseeing the work



removing limitations on the potential size of plumbing businesses.

However, Marsden Jacob is unclear about how these benefits would be realised, as we lack
details on the proposed reform. Specifically, it is unclear how the responsibilities and liabilities
associated with running a plumbing business and performing plumbing work may change
under the reform.
The current arrangements are flawed, as a customer may be exposed when the licensed
plumbing contractor who has done the work dies or otherwise becomes unavailable within the
six-year warranty period. Equally, however, a change to the liabilities attached to a plumbing
company might not ensure that the customer is protected, given that businesses can and do
shut down. In such circumstances, it is unclear whether the warranty would terminate with the
business or transfer back to the licensed plumbing contractor—a result that is equivalent to
the current arrangements.
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3.7.4 Recommendations and other findings
In the absence of further detail on how liabilities and responsibilities would change between
the licensed plumbing contractor currently responsible for overseeing plumbing work and the
business entity holding a business licence, Marsden Jacob does not recommend a reform to
introduce a business licence.
Our recommendation is based on the fact that costs to the plumbing industry (and specifically
to entities that would be required to hold a business licence) will increase as a result of the
reform, but the benefits associated with the reform are uncertain.
We note that the current model adopted for the plumbing industry is different from that used
in the building and electrical industries in Western Australia and envisioned as part of the
National Occupational Licensing Scheme. However (as noted in section 3.7.2), it aligns with the
arrangements for gasfitters in the state.

3.8 Change G: Remove requirement for plumbing contractors
to undertake business training
Regulation 2 in Schedule 3 of the Plumbing Regulations sets out the requirements for holding a
plumbing contractor’s licence:
The requirements for a plumbing contractor’s licence are that the applicant —
(a) is the holder of a tradesperson’s licence; and
(b) holds
(i) a statement of competency as a water supply plumber, sanitary plumber
or drainer; or
(ii) an equivalent Western Australian qualification as determined by the
Board.
Since 2007, the issue of a statement of competency as a water supply plumber, sanitary
plumber or drainer has required the completion of a plumbing contractor’s licence course.
However, the course expired on 31 July 2014, meaning that from that date the course could
not be delivered.
The result is that applications for plumbing contractor’s licences in Western Australia are all
made in accordance with the equivalent Western Australian qualification as determined by the
Plumbers Licensing Board and set out in the board’s Plumbers Licensing Board Policy:
Requirements to obtain a plumbing contractor’s licence. 46
The policy sets out the units required by the board to satisfy the requirements for the issue of
a contractor’s licence. The units currently include three mandatory business units:


BSBSMB401A Establish legal and risk management for small business requirements



CPCPCM4012A Estimate and cost work



CPCPCM4011A Carry out work-based risk control processes.

46

Plumbers Licensing Board Policy—Requirements to obtain a plumbing contractor’s licence, 29 May 2017,
online.
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The Plumbers Licensing Board policy also notes that the three business units are mandatory
regardless of the stream(s) of plumbing work that the applicant is applying for under the
plumbing contractor’s licence. Applicants are also required to complete at least one stream of
out of water supply, drainage and sanitary plumbing in addition to the business units.
The policy was last updated on 28 August 2017 and is next scheduled for review on 1 June
2018.
In its 2013 review, ACIL Allen wrote that: ‘As well as having more experience as plumbers than
tradespersons, contractors must also complete certain business training to be eligible for their
licences.’ ACIL Allen suggested that the training was ‘a barrier to entry and should be
removed’. 47

3.8.1 Options for assessment
The training requirements for a plumbing contractor’s licence include a course to qualify for a
statement of competency or an equivalent qualification as determined by the Plumbers
Licensing Board. The course, which included three units in business administration, is no longer
available.
In its 2013 review, ACIL Allen noted that business training ‘does not contribute to the public
health of Western Australians’ 48 and concluded that the training does not align with the
objective of the Plumbing Act. However, there is currently no constraint on the board’s
discretion in setting the training requirements.
Change G constrains the Plumbers Licensing Board’s discretion over training under Schedule 3
of the Plumbing Regulations. The constraint aligns the requirements for training to achieve the
objectives of the regulations.
While the Plumbing Act does not currently include objectives, the review by ACIL Allen
concluded that the objective of plumbing regulation in Western Australia is:
To protect the long term interests and health of Western Australians with respect
to the safety of the water supply and wastewater removal system by ensuring that
plumbing work is performed in accordance with technical requirements
appropriate for available technologies by sufficiently skilled persons. 49
This change will have the effect of removing the need for business training for plumbing
contractors.
The two options considered for assessment were:


Base case: No change. Maintain the current drafting of the regulations whereby the
Plumbers Licensing Board sets the policy for an equivalent course.



Option 1: Constrain the board’s discretion in setting training requirements to align with
the objectives of the Act.

Note that removing the requirement to complete the course would not prevent some
plumbers from choosing to take the course if they consider that it would be valuable.

47

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 52.

48

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 52.

49

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, pp. 30, 50.
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3.8.2 Alignment with other jurisdictions
The reform as recommended by ACIL Allen acknowledges that it is not standard practice in
Australia to require business owners in other industries to undergo business training.
However, the reform would bring Western Australian regulations out of alignment with
regulations for the plumbing industry in other jurisdictions.
Table 30 outlines the current requirements in the states and the Northern Territory.
Table 30: State and Northern Territory requirements for the completion of a business course
State / territory

Requirements for plumber’s licence

New South
Wales

As part of the plumbing regulatory framework in New South Wales, NSW Fair
Trading licenses plumbers and drainers under the Home Building Act 1989. All
plumbing and drainage work must be completed by a person who holds a
contractor licence, a qualified supervisor certificate or a tradesperson certificate.
Plumbers are not required to complete business units in order to qualify for a
a
contractor licence or supervisor certificate.

Northern
Territory

In the Northern Territory, in order to hold an advanced tradesman licence (which
allows the licensee to carry out plumbing work and supervise or direct work of
others, but not to certify work), a number of competencies need to be met,
including three business units equivalent to those required in Western Australia.
The competencies required for an advanced tradesman licence are:

b



two-years post-trade working experience in plumbing / draining gained while
holding an unconditional journeyman registration, and



a statement of attainment for required 10 units of competency, including;
-

CPCPCM4011A—Carry out work-based risk control processes

-

CPCPCM4012A—Estimate and cost work

-

BSBSMB401A—Establish legal and risk management requirements of
small business

In order to certify work, the licensee needs to be registered as a certified plumber
and drainer with the Building Practitioners Board.
Queensland

In Queensland, the requirements for a plumber’s licence are set out in Schedule 1
of the Plumbing and Drainage Regulation 2003 (current as at 1 July 2016). The
regulations allow for the Queensland Building and Construction Commission to
oversee the qualification requirements.
Currently, drainers, plumbers and gasfitters must all complete three business units
c
equivalent to those required in Western Australia.
For example, the requirements for plumbing and drainage are:



South Australia

successful completion of Certificate III in Plumbing CPC32413 or Certificate III
in Plumbing (Mechanical Services) (with sanitary stream completed)
CPC32513, plus a number of units from the Certificate IV in Plumbing and
Services CPC40912, including:
-

CPCPCM4011A—Carry out work-based risk control processes

-

CPCPCM4012A—Estimate and cost work

-

BSBSMB401—Establish legal and risk management requirements of small
business

or successful completion of a course the Commission considers is at least
d
equivalent to the one above.

In South Australia, an individual or at least one director of a body corporate must
meet the business knowledge and experience requirements outlined in Business
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State / territory

Requirements for plumber’s licence
criteria contractors: companies and individuals in order to be granted a
contractor’s licence (builder, plumber, gasfitter, electrician).
Not all applicants are specifically required to undergo business training, but the
state’s proof of competency processes refer to business units. The applicant must
have their competency assessed by a registered training organisation that delivers
an approved qualification and then seek recognition of prior learning for that
qualification.
Individuals who currently hold (or have previously held) a contractor licence under
the Building Work Contractors Act 1995, the Plumbers, Gas Fitters and Electricians
Act 1995 or the Security and Investigation Industry Act 1995 authorising them to
carry on business as a sole trader or a sole director, or holders of interstate
equivalent occupational licences, may not be required to undergo additional
e
business training to meet the business criteria.

Victoria

In Victoria, the Victorian Building Authority regulates plumbing practitioners,
plumbing work and plumbing standards through the Building Act 1993.
Section 221M (Licensing as a plumber) in the Act allows the authority to
determine equivalent qualifications for qualifications based on requirements set
out in the regulations.
Victoria’s Plumbing Regulations 2008 define eight main classes of plumbing work
g
and six specialised classes. In order to obtain a licence for any of the eight main
classes of plumbing work, the qualification requirements include three business
h
units:

Western
Australia



CPCPCM4011A—Carry out work-based risk control processes



CPCPCM4012A—Estimate and cost work



BSBSMB401A—Establish legal and risk management requirements of small
business.

f

Regulation 2 in Schedule 3 of the Plumbing Regulations sets out the requirements
for holding a plumbing contractor’s licence.
The Plumbers Licensing Board requires nine units that made up the plumbing
contractor’s licence course at the time of course’s expiry on 28 February 2016, to
be completed regardless of the stream(s) of plumbing work or any units that
supersede the listed mandatory units.
Three business units are listed:


BSBSMB401A Establish legal and risk management for small business
requirements



CPCPCM4012A Estimate and cost work



CPCPCM4011A Carry out work-based risk control processes.

i

a

New South Wales Government, Plumbing, draining and gas fitting, last updated 6 August 2015, online.

b

Plumbers and Drainers Licensing Board (Northern Territory), Licensing and registration, last updated 3 April
2017, online.

c

Queensland Building and Construction Commission, Approved courses for licences and licence endorsements
detailed in the Plumbing and Drainage Regulation 2003 (Qld) licences, undated, online.

d

Queensland Building and Construction Commission, Plumbing and drainage, undated, online.

e

Consumer and Business Services (South Australia), Business criteria for contractors: companies and individuals,
May 2017, online. See also Consumer and Business Services (South Australia), Electronic licence application
forms, 2017, online.

f

These classes are drainage, fire protection, gasfitting, irrigation (non-agricultural), mechanical service, roofing
(stormwater), sanitary, and water supply.
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g

The six specialised classes are Type A appliance servicing work, Type A appliance conversion work, Type B
gasfitting work, Type B gasfitting advanced work, refrigerated airconditioning work and backflow prevention
work. These classes require additional competencies.

h

Victorian Building Authority, Approved competency units, 2016, online.

i

Plumbers Licensing Board Policy—Requirements to obtain a plumbing contractor’s licence, 29 May 2017, online.

3.8.3 Cost–benefit analysis
The CBA for Change G was underpinned by a number of general assumptions, as outlined in
Table 31. In addition, the analysis assumed the following:


The number of new plumbing contractor’s licences issued per year is a reasonable proxy
for those completing training. Not many individuals enrol and do not complete the full
qualification, and the number of new licensed plumbing contractors qualified via
alternative qualifications (such as after transferring from interstate) is minimal.



The business units are readily separable from other units or course elements that licence
applicants might still be required to take.



Potential applicants cover their own direct and indirect course costs, and most undertake
the units on a full-time basis (meaning that indirect costs are as forgone salary for the
period of the course).

Table 31: General assumptions, Change G
Assumption

Value

Number of students
Number of licensed plumbing contractors (Year 0)

3,577

Growth in licensed plumbing contractors (% per annum)—proxy for
number of students training under the base case

4.7%

Course details
Cost of business unit ($)
Number of business units required
Direct cost of business units per qualification ($ per student)
Time away from work

3
$900

a

Estimated lost salary ($ per day)
Number of days per unit
Estimated lost salary per qualification ($ per student)
a

$300

$310
2 days per unit
(6 days total)
1,860

Assumes course is taken on a full-time basis (during work hours).

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis.

Based on the first assumption listed above (that the rate of new plumbing contractor’s licences
is a good proxy for the number of students undertaking the business course each year), the
change in the number of students undertaking business unit training each year under the base
case is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Number of plumbing contractor’s licences and new plumbing contractor’s licence students,
2017 to 2036

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis, 2017.

In considering the net costs or benefits of Change G, it is important to recall that fees paid by
students to registered training organisations (RTOs) also represent revenue streams to those
organisations. To the extent that the RTOs are not earning excessive profits, these amounts
are financial transfers within the economy.
The removal of a requirement to undergo business training simply results in a change to that
transfer, rather than a change in net economic costs or benefits.
The impact on each stakeholder group is outlined in Table 32. Net present value impacts are
included where impacts have been quantified. The net value in the bottom row is the net
benefit to the Western Australian economy (net of transfers between stakeholder groups).
Table 32: Affected stakeholders, Change G
Present value, $2017
(millions)
Direct cost of business courses (plumbing contractor’s licence applicants)

$1.65

Value of days of work missed (plumbing contractor’s licence applicants)

$3.96

Direct cost of business courses (course providers)
Net benefit (cost)

–$1.65
$3.96

3.8.4 Affected stakeholders
As outlined in Table 32, the main beneficiaries of the reform are potential holders of plumbing
contractor’s licences (that is, students), who benefit from reduced direct course costs (present
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value of $1.65 million) and from no longer forgoing wages during the course (present value of
$3.96 million).
Cost impacts are borne by the current suppliers of training courses (RTOs) in the form of
reduced revenue. Reduced revenue from courses is directly equivalent to the direct course
costs saved by students (present value of $1.65 million). This amount is a transfer between the
two stakeholder groups rather than an economic cost or benefit to Western Australia, as both
are located within the state.
Other impacts we noted but did not quantify because they are likely to be marginal include:


for licence applicants: the potential benefit from being able to start their own plumbing
businesses more easily (and the potential risk of business failure due to a lack of business
skills and acumen) 50



for plumbing businesses: the risk of losing workers if the business training prompts licence
applicants to start their own businesses.

3.8.5 Recommendations and other findings
The modelled CBA results indicated a net benefit from the removal of the requirement to
undergo business training. However, the results involved relatively small amounts. It was also
unclear whether benefits that enable licensed plumbing contractors to better service
customers are being delivered through the three business units (consisting of approximately
six days of training when courses are taken full time).
Some potential licensed plumbing contractors will look to start their own businesses or to
oversee business aspects within a plumbing company that employs them. They may find the
course units on establishing legal and risk management for small businesses, estimating and
costing work, and carrying out work-based risk control processes provide them with useful
skills. Others may never use their contractor’s licence in business operations and will find these
course units less valuable.
Our review of the course requirements in other jurisdictions suggests that there is a middle
ground. In some jurisdictions, such courses are available and may contribute towards a
specified certificate or qualification but are not mandatory.
We recommend that the reform be adopted to align the training requirements with the
objective of the Act. In adopting the reform, the Plumbers Licensing Board should consider
retaining the business course units as optional, non-mandatory contributors to certification.

3.9 Change H: Introduce a requirement for contractors and
businesses to hold specific insurances
The ACIL Allen report found that there is currently no requirement for plumbing contractors in
Western Australia to carry public indemnity insurance. It proposed that the government
introduce a requirement that plumbers carry both public liability and professional indemnity
insurance, 51 noting that the requirement to carry indemnity insurance existed in other
50

We note that six days is a relatively small period of business training, so it is unlikely to dramatically change
the staff turnover of plumbing businesses.

51

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 52.
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jurisdictions (specifically, in Victoria, where a plumber cannot be licensed or registered unless
they carry public liability and indemnity insurance). 52
Research by Marsden Jacob confirmed that there is no requirement to carry either form of
insurance in the Plumbing Regulations; however, many industry participants carry one or both
as a general business practice. Our finding supports ACIL Allen’s presumption that many
plumbers already hold this type of insurance on the basis that holding insurances is likely to be
a requirement placed on them by their clients (particularly larger ones). 53
Public liability insurance and professional indemnity insurance cover different forms of risks.
According to AON, a major insurance broker, distinguished them in this way:


‘Public liability insurance is designed for professionals who interact with customers or
members of the public. It protects against claims of personal injury or property damage
that a third party suffers (or claims to have suffered) as a result of your business activities.
For example, if someone is injured or their property is damaged while you’re providing a
service, they may take legal action against you to recover their losses. It covers only claims
made by external parties, not those made by your own employees. 54



‘Professional indemnity insurance is designed for professionals who provide advice or
services to their customers. It protects against legal costs and claims by third parties for
damages arising from acts, omissions or breaches of professional duty in the course of
your business. For example, if you do something (or neglect to do something) in the course
of your work, and a customer suffers injury or financial loss as a result, they may take legal
action against you. Professional indemnity can potentially prevent financial loss in these
circumstances.’ 55

The risk to individuals and members of the public of plumbers not holding these forms of
insurance arises where claims made against the plumber are upheld and the plumbing
contractor (or plumbing business, in the event that a business licence is introduced—see
Change F) is financially unable to remedy the damage.
If introduced, the requirement to hold professional indemnity insurance may reasonably be
inserted as a licence requirement, such as occurs in Victoria. The relevant regulations in the
Western Australian Plumbing Regulations include:


Regulation 15 (Application for issue of licence or permit), which sets out the information
that the Plumbers Licensing Board may require or request in relation to a licence or permit
application



Regulation 17 (Issue of licence or permit), which sets out the conditions under which the
board may issue a licence or permit if satisfied



Schedule 3 (Licence or permit requirements), which sets out the requirements for a
plumbing contractor’s licence (refer to Regulation 2).

In addition to public liability and professional indemnity insurance, plumbers may also hold
other forms of insurance. For example, they may hold product liability insurance to protect
against liability associated with products supplied, as well as commercial motor vehicle
52

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. D-3A.

53

ACIL Allen Consulting, Review of plumbing regulations in WA, p. 52.

54

AON, Public liability insurance, 2017, online.

55

AON, Professional indemnity insurance, 2017, online.
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insurance, and are legally required to hold workers compensation insurance where employees
are involved. 56

3.9.1 Options for assessment
The two options considered for assessment were:


Base case: Do nothing; have no specific requirement to hold professional indemnity
insurance.



Option 1: Introduce a requirement for insurance(s) to be held as a licence condition.

Option 1 does not specify for which licence the requirement may be made a condition. Under
the current circumstances, the condition might be introduced for contractor’s licences;
however, if Change F (the introduction of a business licence) goes ahead, the condition may be
best introduced as a condition for that licence.

3.9.2 Comparison with other jurisdictions
Insurances are required to be held by plumbing contractors (and responsible persons within
plumbing businesses) in both New South Wales and Victoria (Table 33).
Table 33: Requirements in New South Wales and Victoria
State

Types of licence available

New South Wales

For licensed contractors, there are mandatory requirements in regard to
insurance under the Home Building Act 1989 (which covers all tradespeople,
including plumbers).
All applicants for building work licence classes must provide as evidence from
an approved insurance agent (RBUE or QBE) of Self Insurance Corporation
(SiCorp) a current certificate of eligibility to obtain insurance under the Home
Building Compensation Fund.
The certificate of eligibility must be in the exact name of the applicant.
Alternatively, applicants may apply to be exempt from needing insurance
a
under the fund.

Victoria

The required insurance is a minimum level of insurance that has been
prescribed by the Victorian Government in two separate ministerial orders;
however, licensed persons may elect to take a greater level of insurance than
b
that prescribed:


Ministerial order ‘Licensed Plumbers General Insurance Order’ signed by
the minister on 20 June 2002 prescribes the minimum insurance
required by all licensed persons (except those licensed in Type B
Gasfitting).



Ministerial order ‘Licensed Plumbers (Type B Gasfitting work) Insurance
Order’ signed by the minister on 20 June 2002 prescribes the minimum
insurance required by all persons who are licensed in Type B Gasfitting.

Before the issue of a plumbing licence, regulators are instructed that they
must receive a certificate of currency (not offers of insurance or other
insurance documents) that meet specified requirements, including being in
the name of the person being insured (i.e. not just a company name).

56

Smart Business Insurance, Tradies insurance for plumbers, online.
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a

Fair Trading, Applying for a licence or certificate, New South Wales Government, last updated 27 July 2016,
online.

b

Victorian Building Authority, Plumbing insurance requirements, last updated 2 June 2017, online.

3.9.3 Cost–benefit analysis
The main stakeholder groups affected by the introduction of a requirement to hold
professional indemnity insurance are licensed plumbing contractors (under current licence
arrangements) and individuals and members of the public. Insurance brokers and agencies are
also affected.
Licensed plumbing contractors who do not already hold insurance will have to take up this
form of insurance on an ongoing basis, resulting in a small up-front ‘search cost’ to find the
appropriate insurance provider and levels of excess, and an increase in annual ongoing costs.
Current quotes for relevant insurances from Biz Cover are as follows:


For public liability insurance with a $5 million level of cover and a $500 excess: from
around $475 through to $1,300. Stakeholder feedback confirmed that this estimate range
reflected the likely costs to plumbing businesses; most estimated the cost to be around
$600 per annum.



For professional indemnity insurance with a $1 million level of cover and $1,000 excess:
around $1,200 per annum. Industry feedback suggested that, where professional
indemnity insurance was held, it was held for a greater amount than this. Therefore, our
modelling has assumed a cost of around $2,000 per annum.

Based on these cost levels, Table 34 outlines industry cost impacts for the first year following
the introduction of the requirement.
Table 34: Core assumptions, Change H
Assumption

Value

Number of licensed plumbing contractors (Year 0)

3,577

Proportion of licensed plumbing contractors who are running a business (%)

35%

Growth in plumbing business (% per annum)

2.35%

Public liability insurance
Annual cost of public liability insurance ($2017, real)

$600

Proportion of contractors without public liability insurance (Year 0)

10%

Proportion of businesses without public liability insurance (after reform)

0%

Professional indemnity insurance
Annual cost of professional indemnity insurance ($2017, real)

$2,000

Proportion of businesses without professional indemnity insurance (Year 0)

75%

Proportion of businesses without professional indemnity insurance (after
reform)

0%

Source: Marsden Jacob analysis.

Each of the key inputs in this analysis were estimated following market research and
stakeholder discussions.
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In modelling the impacts over time, the following assumptions also applied:


Under the base case (in the absence of reform), the proportion of uninsured contractors
remains constant over time at 10% for public liability insurance and 75% for professional
indemnity insurance.



After reform to require public liability insurance, the noncompliance rate begins at 10%
and falls to 0% at a rate of 75% per annum over the period of the study.



After reform to require professional indemnity insurance, the noncompliance rate begins
at 75% and falls to 0% at a rate of 75% per annum over the period of the study.



Up-front search costs are minimal (around $150) and occur only once for each additional
licensed plumber who would be uninsured but for the reform (that is, if both types of
insurance are required, the search cost remains constant and does not double).



Marginal costs incurred to demonstrate compliance with the requirement on application
for a licence and at intervals as insurances expire are minimal (an average of $25 per
annum) and are applied to both current insurance holders and the proportion of
contractors who would not otherwise hold insurance. Note that the inclusion an ongoing
burden of proof would be likely to increase compliance rates compared to simply requiring
proof upon applying for a licence.



For modelling purposes, the marginal increase in licence application costs was shown with
the up-front search costs, as it was assumed that the two costs would be incurred at the
same time for a number of contractors.



Of insurance premiums collected, 90% is returned to the industry via claims paid.



Insurance companies are all assumed to be located outside of Western Australia, so any
difference between premiums collected and claims paid by insurance companies is a net
cost to the Western Australian economy.

The analysis was conducted over a 20-year period on the basis that the requirements may be
revised at the end of that period. We also used a standard discount rate of 7% per annum,
consistent with the rate used for other CBAs in this report.
The changes in costs incurred by the plumbing industry for the two forms of insurance, if they
are considered individually, are shown in Figure 10.
Table 35 summarises the net present value costs of implementing the requirement.
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Figure 10: Changes in number of uninsured plumbing businesses, 2016–2036

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

Table 35: Present value of costs to industry, Change H ($2017, real)
Present value of
costs ($ millions)

Average annualised
cost (per annum)

Require public liability insurance

–$1.25

–$62,493

Require professional indemnity insurance

–$3.24

–$162,095

Require both public liability and
a
professional indemnity insurances

–$3.33

–$166,590

a

The cost to the plumbing industry of requiring both forms of insurance is slightly less than the sum of the costs
of requiring each insurance individually because proof of compliance costs and search and licence application
costs are reduced.

Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

The costs are largely driven by the actual cost of insurance rather than by proof of compliance
costs or search and licence application costs. From an economic perspective, if the insurers
and underwriters are based in Western Australia, insurance costs to the plumbing industry
could be considered to be a transfer rather than a true economic cost, as the costs also
represent revenue to the insurance industry.
Costs associated with insurance were based on current quotes for insurance available in the
market. However, our estimates have not taken into account the potential impacts of the
reform on the price of insurance; nor have we considered the ‘moral hazard’ problem in the
insurance market where the plumbing industry is concerned.
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Moral hazard exists in insurance markets because the people who least need insurance (those
who are professionally the most diligent) do not take it up and those who are most likely to
need the insurance do so. Insurance companies face a moral hazard because they are unable
to distinguish the ‘lemons’ (the less diligent or riskier actors) from normal or less risky buyers
of insurance. Two outcomes result:


The cost of insurance may be higher if holding insurance is not required.



The number and types of claims currently made may reflect the self-selection bias in the
market.

Benefits
While the costs to the plumbing industry were quantified, the benefits to the industry were
less easy to quantify. Similarly to the benefits to individuals and members of the public
(discussed below), the benefits from holding insurance arise only when an incident or
oversight occurs and the licensed plumbing contractor is unable to cover the damage costs in
the absence of insurance.
Licensed plumbing contractors who take up insurance receive a benefit from the insurance, as
they are better protected in the event that an insurable incident does occur. Those benefits
may extend to preventing the contractor from going out of business following an incident, and
are likely to bring some reputational benefits if clients are requesting that insurances be held.
Individuals and members of the public are also beneficiaries from changes to require insurance
to be held by licensed plumbing contractors. As highlighted above, the benefits arise from
being able to claim damages but are difficult to quantify because the timing of insured events
affects the quantum. This could occur where the plumber is not able to ‘make good’ any
damages because they have died, become bankrupt or left the state.
Government costs
For completeness, we noted that the Western Australian Government is not expected to incur
any significant costs to implement this reform. No extra staff training or IT system changes are
needed to enable staff to check whether the required level of insurance is maintained. The
checking of insurances already occurs in relation to building industry licences, and those
processes can be modified within the current cost structure to extend them to plumbing.
As with other reforms considered in this report, costs associated with communicating changes
to industry are treated holistically across the multiple reforms.

3.9.4 Recommendation and other findings
Overall, making insurance compulsory may be perceived to be adding red tape, as the
requirement adds to the cost of running a business but brings limited identifiable benefits.
Our analysis showed that a requirement to hold public liability insurance would have only a
limited impact, as that form of insurance is held by almost all plumbers. The net cost of making
it compulsory is estimated to be $1.25 million (net present value) over the 20-year period.
In contrast, a requirement to hold professional indemnity insurance would impose significant
additional costs to industry. The net cost of making it compulsory is estimated to be
$3.24 million (net present value) over the 20-year period. The exact scale of the costs will
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depend on the detail of the requirement, such as the level of insurance, the excess and
limitations.
We note that the requirement to hold insurances would also bring Western Australian
regulations into line with New South Wales and Victorian provisions. If this change is pursued,
we recommend that the Building Commission investigate an approach that adopts a scaling
mechanism or thresholds above which insurances must be held to ensure that smaller
businesses are not unduly burdened by insurance premiums for higher levels of cover.
Subject to additional information provided through consultation, we recommend that this
reform not be implemented.
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4. Combined costs and sensitivity analysis
4.1 Combined costs
In addition to the costs and benefits attributable to individual changes, some costs are
pertinent to the whole reform process.
The Building Commission has found that implementing these reforms would require a
stakeholder communication campaign. This cost is expected to be relatively flat, irrespective of
the number of reforms that are implemented. The cost is estimated at $55,000, as detailed in
Table 36.
Table 36: Details of combined costs for implementing reforms
Item

Estimate

Basis for estimate

General
communications,
planning/
implementation

$25,000

25% of Level 5 annual salary

Website changes
etc.

$30,000

Based on costs for two recent campaigns conducted by the
Building Commission that included a range of advertising online
and in newspapers

Total

$55,000

Source: Estimates provided by the Building Commission, May 2017.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis for changes C through H
We conducted sensitivity analysis for changes C through H.

4.2.1 Changes D, F, G and H
The results of the CBA undertaken for changes D, F, G and H were assessed using net present
value, which is the present value of economic benefits delivered by the option less the present
value of economic costs incurred.
The net present value measures the expected benefit (or cost) to society of implementing the
policy, expressed in monetary terms.
We conducted a sensitivity analysis on the results to determine the effect of altering the
assumed discount rate. The results (set out in Table 37) indicate that the analysis is not
sensitive to changes in the discount rate.
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Table 37: Sensitivity analysis of CBA results (changes D, F, G and H) (net present value, $ million)
Discount rate
Change

Description

Change D

Exempt simple plumbing work on own home

Change F

Introduce business licence

Change G

Remove requirement for contractors to
undergo business training

Change H

Shared costs

3%

7%

10%

$368.31

$266.79

$217.30

–$3.20

–$2.46

-$2.10

$5.67

$3.96

$3.15

Introduce requirement for contractors and
businesses to have public liability and
professional indemnity insurance

–$4.73

–$3.33

-$2.65

Government communication costs

–$0.06

–$0.06

-$0.06

$366.00

$264.90

$215.64

Total
Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.

4.2.2 Changes C and E
The results of the CBA undertaken for changes C and E were assessed using a threshold
analysis to determine the number of deaths per year that would need to be avoided to justify
the costs.
We conducted a sensitivity analysis on the results to determine the effects of altering the
assumed discount rate. The results (set out in Table 38) indicate that the analysis is not
sensitive to changes in the discount rate.
As change C-2 delivers a net positive benefit from quantitative analysis, no values for this
change are included in the table below.
Table 38: Sensitivity analysis of CBA results (changes C and E) (average avoided deaths per year
required to justify reform)
Discount rate
Change

Description

3%

7%

10%

Change C-1

Broaden scope of regulated plumbing work
to include non-drinking-water services

0.74

1.17

0.42

Change C-2

Broaden scope of regulated plumbing work
to include all sources used for drinking
water (including unmetered supplies)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Change E-1

Introduce duty of care—backflow
prevention devices

0.63

0.40

0.30

Change E-2

Introduce duty of care—thermostatic
mixing valves

0.07

0.05

0.04

1.45

1.76

0.77

Total
Source: Marsden Jacob Associates, 2017.
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Plumbing contractor

A plumbing contractor is a plumber who is licensed to direct and control
plumbing tradespeople (including supervising work carried out by an
apprentice) and to issue notices and certificates of compliance for
plumbing work. All plumbing tradesperson licence holders must operate
under the general direction and control of a licensed plumbing contractor.

Plumbers’ licences

Plumbers’ licences are granted by the Plumbers Licensing Board to suitably
qualified individuals. Corporate entities cannot hold a plumber’s licence.
Five different licences and one type of permit can be issued. All licence
holders are authorised to perform plumbing work, but the scope of
authorised work varies with each licence. Permit holders can carry out
only a very limited range of plumbing tasks.

Plumbing contractor’s
licence

A plumbing contractor’s licence is for individuals who already hold a
tradesperson’s licence and who intend to direct and control plumbing
tradespeople (including supervising work carried out by an apprentice)
and issue notices and certificates of compliance for plumbing work. This
licence authorises a plumber to work on water supply plumbing, sanitary
plumbing and drainage plumbing. To be eligible for a plumbing
contractor’s licence, a person must already hold a tradesperson’s licence
and have a statement of competency from a registered training
organisation (such as for a water supply plumber, sanitary plumber or
drainage plumber). As set out under Change G, the requirements for a
plumbing contractor’s licence currently include the completion of three
business units.

Plumbing
tradesperson’s licence

A plumbing tradesperson’s licence is for individuals who have completed
training and obtained qualifications in plumbing. The licence authorises a
plumber to work under the general direction and control of a plumbing
contractor on water supply plumbing, sanitary plumbing and drainage
plumbing. In addition, they are able to supervise authorised work carried
out by an apprentice (under the general direction and control of the
holder of a plumbing contractor’s licence).

Plumbing
tradesperson’s licence
(drainage plumbing)

A plumbing tradesperson’s licence (drainage plumbing) is for individuals
who have completed training, have qualifications in drainage plumbing
and intend to work as a drainage plumber under the general direction and
control of a plumbing contractor. The licence authorises the person to
carry out drainage plumbing work and supervise work carried out by an
apprentice under the general direction and control of a licensed plumbing
contractor.

Provisional
tradesperson’s licence

A provisional tradesperson’s licence is for individuals who have obtained
qualifications or competencies in plumbing outside of Australia or New
Zealand and who intend to obtain a Western Australian plumbing
qualification and apply for a tradesperson’s licence. It allows the person to
complete localisation training and perform plumbing work for up to a year.
A person with a provisional tradesperson’s licence is authorised to carry
out plumbing work under the supervision of a licensed plumbing
contractor or the holder of a tradesperson’s licence.

Provisional
tradesperson’s licence

A provisional tradesperson’s licence (drainage plumbing) is for individuals
who have obtained qualifications or competencies in plumbing outside of
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Term

Definition

(drainage plumbing)

Australia or New Zealand and who intend to obtain a Western Australian
plumbing qualification and apply for a tradesperson’s licence limited to
drainage plumbing. It authorises the person to complete localisation
training and perform drainage plumbing work for up to a year under the
supervision of a licensed plumbing contractor or the holder of a
tradesperson’s licence.

Restricted plumbing
permits

A restricted plumbing permit is for individuals who are licensed
electricians or gasfitters and intend to carry out like-for-like replacements
of water heaters while performing electrical or gasfitting work. It allows
the person to disconnect, remove, install and connect a compression
union, a temperature/pressure relief valve or an expansion control valve in
the course of removing, removing and reinstalling or replacing a water
heater on a strictly like-for-like basis.

Acronyms and abbreviations
CBA

cost–benefit analysis

DIY

do-it-yourself

FIFO

fly-in, fly-out

LPC

licensed plumbing contractor

Plumbing Act

Plumbers Licensing Act 1995 (WA)

Plumbing
Regulations

Plumbers Licensing and Plumbing Standards Regulations 2000 (WA)

RIS

regulation impact statement
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